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1. The conduct of Achievement Motivation Trainers' Training Courses I 
for those trainers who will handle the AMT portion of EDP Courses. 
This will be a highly specialized course for trainers who are 
capable of facilitating Achievement Motivation for prospective 
entrepreneurs. 
The conduct of EDP Trainers' Training Courses for those administrators 
and trainers who will have a hand in the conduct of the total program. 
This will have a portion to appreciate Achievement Motivation, though 
it will not emphasize on that alone, but will be a general view of 
the total program as it should be administered. 
The writing and publishing of an EDP Trainers' Manual (as discussed 
in Session VIII). 
The writing and publishing of an Entrepreneurs' Handbook (as 
discussed in Session X). 
The conduct of a continuing workshop on entrepreneurship development 








REPORT ON PROCEEDINGS 
The Workshop was officially declared open by Dr Leon V Chico, Administrator 
of TECHNONET ASIA. 
In his remarks (Appendix I), the UP ISSI Director, Mr Paterno Viloria, 
welcomed the participants, on behalf of the University of the Philippines 
President and the UP ISSI staff, and wished them a pleasant and fruitful 
stay in the Philippines. He stressed that the ultimate objective of the 
Workshop is that of stimulating a scarce resource in developing countries - 
the entrepreneur. He emphasized that three groups would benefit from the 
results of this Workshop - the tAaineu, whose teaching capabilities 
would be enhanced by the proposed handbook of training materials which 
the group could put together, the poticy and decaion makeu, whose 
assistance are vitally needed for the accelerated growth and development 
of small and medium industries and, finally, the entkepnenewa themselves 
who, in the final analysis, would be the beneficiaries of workshops such 
as this. 
Mr Jose Maria Ganuza represented Mr Cesar N Sarino, EDF President, who 
was only expected back in Manila that evening. Mr Ganuza read out the 
thoughts which Mr Sarino had written for the occasion (Appendix 17). 
The most important aspect of entrepreneurship, according to Mr Sarino, 
must stress on the development of peopte. He pointed out that group- 
owned or -managed enterprises should be encouraged. Not negating the 
parallel need to develop individual enterprises, Mr Sarino challenged 
the group to mobilize more units for total community development by 
inculcating into the system the benefits.of mass action and cooperation. 
Dr Chico's remarks included the present thrust of TECHNONET ASIA in 
developing activities which would fill the "gaps" not fulfilled by other 
agencies or groups working on entrepreneurship development. According 
to him, the participants could propose projects which TECHNONET ASIA 
could embark upon, if deemed feasible after identifying possible areas 
of cooperation. 
The participants and observers were called upon to introduce themselves 
(Appendix III) and briefly enlighten the group on their job responsibili- 
ties. Dr Chico encouraged the full and open participation not only of the 
participants, but the observers as well. 
Unanimously elected as Co-Chairmen were Mr Rudolfo Sumicad (representing 
Mr Viloria) and Mr Sarino. 
The Provisional Agenda was approved as presented (Appendix IV),_ 
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Dr Chico then led the discussion on the orientation on the Workshop 
objectives and organization. Expectations from the group were listed as 
follows: 
participants could find meaningful areas that TECHNONET ASIA could 
pursue accenting on cooperation among POs towards entrepreneurship 
development. Also, tliere may be gaps in the present efforts extended 
by other agencies in the development of entrepreneurs and these gaps 
could be identified by the participants and, eventually, effectively 
bridged; 
beneficiaries of the Workshop, as earlier mentioned, should be trainers, 
policy-makers and entrepreneurs; 
a handbook containing experiences on entrepreneurship could possibly 
be an output of the Workshop; 
needs of POs which would be elicited should also be discussed in 
task groups so as to formulate programs to answer these needs; and 
an Action Plan could be evolved by the group for TECHNONET ASIA to 
implement. 
Mr Sumicad rounded off this session by remarking on the timely holding of 
this Workshop as it would, for one, enhance the availability of EDP material 
badly needed for EDP classes he was presently conducting. 
SESSIONS II, III, & IV 
Presentation and Discussion of Country Papers 
Bangladesh (Appendix V) 
Mr Abdul Momin Chowdhury 
A sense of urgency was noted in Mr Chowdhury's paper as he discussed the 
need for entrepreneurs in his country to help ease many of the problems 
facing Bangladesh today. A program of self-employment must be put up to 
create additional job opportunities for 2.3 million people so as to absorb 
new entrants into the labour market which annually comes up to about 
1 800 000. 
As of today, the country still does not have an entrepreneurship develop- 
ment program, although it plans to evolve one as soon as possible. A 
detailed outline of the proposed plan was part of the country paper 
discussed by Mr Chowdhury. 
In reply to Mr Erwin Ramiscal's question as to who composed the educated 
unemployed youth in Bangladesh, Mr Chowdhury replied that these were high 
school to college graduates who could not find any jobs after graduation. 
It was noted that selected potential entrepreneurs (who presumably do not 
have any starting capital) could obtain varying amounts of credit under 
the sponsorship of the Bangladesh Bank (the country's central bank) 
without any collateral. Hence, the selection process of potential 
entrepreneurs is meticulously screened. 
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Regarding the selection of trainees for the EDP, Mr Md Tajudin b Md Alias 
asked if Bangladesh had devised an effective system. Mr Chowdhury explained 
that they had initially contacted the Dacca University to devise a psycho- 
logical testing scheme for the selection process. However, this is not 
yet ready for implementation. Mr Chowdhury has devised a questionnaire 
which he intends to use in interviewing the applicants to the training 
program. Mr Wan Hassan Mohammed commented that this may not be a very 
good system since it is ndt comprehensive enough. Mr Chowdhury admitted 
this but said that he had no other means available. Since no such training 
had yet begun in Bangladesh, Mr Sumicad ended the discussion on the positive 
note that possibly, at the end of the Workshop, Bangladesh could pick up 
some valuable ideas which could be used in implementing an effective 
development program for its entrepreneurs. 
Indonesia (Appendix VI) 
Drs Fachar Bermawi/Mr Nadirsjah R Ara 
Since 1971 Indonesia has been conducting entrepreneurship development 
activities in the form of two programs: the Achievement Motivation 
Training (AMT) Course and the Package Course on Industrial Management and 
Consultation for Small-Scale Industries which is a practical management 
training course. 
The emphasis in Indonesia has been on training actual practising businessmen 
in order to make those qualified to take up the courses become better 
businessmen-entrepreneurs. Support services are available for the entre- 
p'reneur in the form of consultancy and finance through the Small Investment 
Credit Scheme or the Permanent Working Capital Credit Scheme. 
Mr Chowdhury questioned the idea of Indonesia lowerinç7 the standard of 
selection of applicants to entrepreneurship development courses. He asked 
whether the State would lose in the long run since the lowering of standards 
may account for more business failures. Mr Ara answered that though the 
State may seem to lose in this proposition, it considered that 10% success 
was adequate compensation. Drs Bermawi added that the lowering of standards 
did not necessarily mean risking more by allowing more chances of failure 
to occur. It meant not following Western standards in selecting trainees 
for the program. A further clarification was made by Mr Ara that since 
the trainees are existing entrepreneurs and not potential ones, the 
element of risk is considerably lowered. These existing entrepreneurs are 
simply expected to become better and more effective after undergoing the 
training program. 
Korea (Appendix VII) 
Mr Lee Kwang-Jin 
Due to the fact that the development of large-scale heavy industries has 
been the thrust of the Korean government's activities for the past years, 
there is need to be concerned with the healthy growth of small and medium 
scale industries in the country. As it is, an EDP has not been developed 
for the purpose of creating small scale entrepreneurs in Korea. The Office 
of Industrial Development, in cooperation with KORSTIC and KIST, will play 
a key role in promoting programs for the small scale industries which need 
dire assistance. In addition, the National Federation of Medium Industry 
Cooperatives may be a vital linkage agency. 
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Mr Chowdhury requested that clarification be given on why small and medium 
industries are generally sub-contractors of large industries in Korea. 
Mr Lee said that this is so because large industries have, up to now, been 
given much attention by the government and that small and medium industries 
have not been developed through the years. The most rapid way, therefore, 
to develop small and medjum industries is to make them subcontractors of 
specific parts for large ;industries that are already in operation. 
Malaysia (Appendix VIII) 
Mr Mohd Tajudin bin Mohd Alias 
In presenting his country paper, Mr Md Tajudin pointed out the need for 
local (Bumiputra) entrepreneurs in Malaysia to be given utmost support to 
start their own businesses in order to avoid further racial conflicts 
which may arise if the local entrepreneurs are not given proper encourage- 
ment and helped on their feet as soon as possible. Five agencies cooperate 
to find targets for entrepreneurship training and create entrepreneurs: 
The Council of Trust for Indigenous People (MARA) 
Ministry of Youth, Culture & Sports (KKBS) 
Smallholders Rubber Advisory Services Authority (RISDA) 
Ministry of Defence (MD) 
National Productivity Centre (NPC). 
Efforts to coordinate the activities of these organizations are done by 
the National Joint Committee of EDP which operates at the state level. 
Training programs are geared for 17 500 Bumiputras for 5 years (1976-80). 
A Support System has also been evolved to closely follow up the development 
and success of the entrepreneurs. As far as Malaysia is concerned, the 
importance of entrepreneurship development has been well recognized and 
will be pursued for a more equitable distribution of income and national 
development. 
Mr Chowdhury asked for clarification as to how the five agencies involved 
in entrepreneurship training coordinated their activities. Mr Md Tajudin 
explained that there is a National Coordinating Committee, as well as 
Regional Coordinating Committees, to do the specific coordination work. 
Also, Mr Md Ali added that since each agency has its own target groups, 
the entrepreneurs concerned are supported from the start up to the finish 
by these agencies. 
Regarding the selection of entrepreneurs to be trained, Mr Zulkifli bin 
Zabidin reminded the group that developing countries should be wary of 
using Western psychological methods which may not be suitable to the 
mentality, cultures and attitudes of people in developing countries. 
A discussion on the Youth Development Program (Appendix IX) of the 
Ministry of Culture, Youth & Sports ensued. Mr Md Ali described the 
program, with special emphasis on the 100% grant given by the government 
to youths who have a viable project to start. This grant is given in 
small amounts at a time and, since no collateral or guarantees are 
required, close supervision and guidance are provided to see to it that 
the entrepreneurs do not go astray. Mr Santi Grachangnetara noted that 
such 100% grants may, in the long run, produce negative results due to 
the fact that the entrepreneurs receiving the grants may not develop the 
ability to manage their own resources. Mr Md Ali explained that this 
strategy is necessary to give the youths something to start with, and to 
prevent the influx of rural youth into the urbanized areas of the country. 
Also, they have to be equipped with so many things, including capital in 
order to keep them going as entrepreneurs. 
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The discussion ended with the reconition that, indeed, entrepreneurs 
have to learn that money costs money and that they have to be responsible 
for the grant that they receive from the Ministry. 
Sri Lanka (Appendix X) 
Mr AMA Abeysinghe 
Mr Abeysinghe emphasized that Sri Lanka does not have an EDP in a formal 
or orderly manner yet. Nevertheless, the promotion of indigenous entre- 
preneurship, craftsmanship and skills are being aimed at in Sri Lanka. 
Three institutions are trying to meet the needs for the development of 
entrepreneurship, namely, the National Institute of Management (NIM), the 
Academy of Administration Studies and the IDB. Since the government gives 
special emphasis in developing the rural unemployed population, special 
incentives are worked out such as industry loans, training, industrial 
housing at the Mini Industrial Estates and other extension services 
required during the growth period of industrial ventures. A formal EDP 
is being developed and will be ready by about mid-June 1978. 
As Sri Lanka does not yet have a formal EDP, Mr Md Tajudin asked if putting 
the EDP curriculum in schools would be considered. Mr Abeysinghe answered 
negatively to this. Mr Grachangnetara asked whether Sri Lanka's thrust in 
entreprneurship development could be towards upgrading agricultural 
entrepreneurs and it was noted by Mr Abeysinghe that this could be a possi- 
bility. Although the Ministry of Agriculture takes care of specific 
agricultural problems, a link between agriculture and EDP could enhance 
the country's total development positively. 
Thailand (AppeNdix XI) 
Ms Prani Obhasanond/Mr Vim Roonggrout 
As in most developing countries, the unemployment problem in Thailand 
is seen as most pressing. An answer to it is the development of small- 
scale industry entrepreneurs. In Thailand, most courses are especially 
prepared for existing entrepreneurs. However, these courses do not include 
AMT specifically for the entrepreneur. Upon their return, the Thai 
participants plan to impress upon their government the need for a compre- 
hensive, integrated EDP for the country. 
Mr Chowdhury asked whether Thailand's entrepreneurs were generally in big 
industries or.in agri-business. Mr Roonggrout replied that agri-business 
was more common, there being more industries like food canning, extraction 
of rice bran oil, etc. Mr Md Ali noted that indeed Thailand is advanced 
in the processing of food and agricultural products but he asked whether 
Thailand was maximizing the results of the research and development going 
on along these lirios. 
Ms Obhasanond stated that due to the fact that indigenous entrepreneurship 
development per se has not yet been embarked upon by the government, the 
majority of the local investments are headed by foreign investors. There 
is, therefore, a dire need for local entrepreneurs to actively participate 
in investment and industrial activities in order to boost Thailand's 
economy further up the line. 
Mr Grachangnetara drew the group's attention to the presence of many 
"loan.sharks" in Thailand from whom local entrepreneurs usually obtain 
liquid cash for capitalization and other financial needs. Mr Chowdhury 
observed that this is not unique to Thailand but is common everywhere. 
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Mr Grachangnetara then led the group to think of the two kinds of existing 
entrepreneurs - the one who has entrepreneurship "in his blood" and be an 
entrepreneur, no matter what, and the other whose entrepreneurship needs 
to be deliberately developed and for whom motivation is extremely important. 
He asked the group to determine which kind of entrepreneur it wanted to 
help at this point in tcime. 
Philippines (Appendix XII) 
Mr Rudolfo 0 Sumicad/Ms Serenidad F Lavador 
The Philippine experience in entrepreneurship development started in 1972 
when UP ISSI launched its EDP, a course which was aimed at identifying, 
selecting and trainfng potential as well as existing entrepreneurs in the 
rural areas. Other agencies that co-sponsored the program were the 
National Manpower & Youth Council (NMYC) and the Development Bank of the 
Philippines (DBP). At present, the Commission on Small & Medium Industries 
(CSMI) takes charge of coordinating all the activities geared for small 
and medium industry development in the Philippines, and this includes 
entrepreneurship development. 
The Philippine experience was discussed in terms of what was done in the 
EDP, the selection process used and partial results or impacts of the 
courses which were conducted in 1973. The most pressing realization made 
by UP ISSI was that the courses should have a more extensive AMT Module 
instead of being too much concerned with managerial skills development. 
The programs envisioned by the CSMI include the following: more EDP 
courses with more emphasis on AMT, the implementation of the curriculum 
enrichment by the Entrepreneurship Development in General Education (EDGE) 
program and the further strengthening of supportive programs for entre- 
preneurs throughout the country. As a whole, the Philippine delegates 
could foresee a more responsive government and inter-agency approach 
towards entrepreneurship development in the country in the forthcoming 
years. 
Questions on the Philippine experience.were generally geared towards how 
the Philippines implements its EDP and were therefore pragmatic in nature. 
Mr Wan Hassan asked about problems encountered. Ms Lavador pointed out 
that lack of interest among the people in the rural areas was the major 
one. When asked whether there was a problem in sending trainers out to 
rural areas, Ms Lavador answered negatively for UP ISSI's and other 
agencies' staff members were often eager to go to the rural areas and 
assist in conducting the courses. Mr Lee asked about the problem of 
marketing to which Ms Lavador replied that Trade Assistance Centers (TACs) 
of the Department of Trade assist the entrepreneurs in their marketing of 
local produce. 
It was explained that the portion of management skills training in the 
entrepreneurship development course was done after office hours from 
1800-2130 hours in order to enable participants to take care of their 
businesses during the day. 
Ms Lavador ended the discussion by stating that there is a need to strengthen 
its AMT portion rather than its management skills development portion. 
Emphasis should be placed on AMT so as not to overshadow it with the attempt 
to make "management specialists" out of the entrepreneurs attending the 
course. 
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Friday, 2 June 1978 
SESSIONS V & VI 
Identification of EDP Neds of POs 
Formulation of Plan of ktion 
Organization of Task Groups & Initial Discussion 
Mr Sumicad, Co-Chairman for the day, requested each country to articulate 
on their particular specific needs so that the Workshop could address 
itself to the solution of these problems in a realistic manner. 
Bangladesh enumerated four basic needs: namely, an effective selection 
process to determine who should be given the training on entrepreneurship; 
training methodology; implementation of the EDP;andmonitoring or feedback 
on the progress of each entrepreneur. 
Indonesia wished to evaluate its past courses through the feedback process; 
to embark upon more effective after-care service and rescue programs for 
floundering enterprises; to train more "certificated" AM trainers; and 
to regionalize its EDP. 
Korea wanted to gather techno-economic information to disseminate to its 
small industry entrepreneurs. 
Malaysia's needs are similar to those of Indonesia: to select new 
entrepreneurs through an effective process before the start of any 
entrepreneurship development course; to assist existing entrepreneurs by 
way of proper training;to supervise the existing entrepreneurs more 
closely and to have more training materials and literature on EDP. 
Sri Lanka's needs were similar to those of Bangladesh. In addition, 
there was a request from Mr Abeysinghe to furnish him with data on the 
facilities required to support the program. 
Thailand still has to contend with getting government approval to support 
-6717rto. Its other needs are: AMT for entrepreneurs; selection methods; 
training program proper; implementation and evaluation. 
The Philippines requires more literature and training materials on EDP, 
more training on techniques of identifying business opportunities and 
strengthening of links with other agencies involved in entrepreneurship 
development in the archipelago. 
The following table lists the EDP needs of the POs. In summary, it was 
discovered that PO needs clustered around the areas of the need for an 
effective selection process when conducting EDPs,and the need for a manual 
which can be a handy omnibus for different agencies and officers in charge 
of entrepreneurship development particularly in the rural areas. Three 
countries expressed the need for integrated action of various government 
agencies to fully implement their EDPs and another three were concerned 
with a continuing program for training more trainers especially in 
Achievement Motivation. Finally, it was unanimously agreed that a com- 
*parative study or documentation of EDPs in TECHNONET's POs could be very 
helpful in the much-needed exchange of experiences among developing 
nations.on EDP. 
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EDP Needs of POs 
PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES 
NEEDS Bdesh Indo Korea Msia SriL Thai Phils 
Selection Process x x - x x x 
Manual/Facilities x x x x x 
(Techno-Economic Info) 
Integrated Action Plan x - - x x 
(government) 
After-care and Support - x - - x 
Continuing Program for - x x - x 
Trainers, Additional AM 
Trainers, Upgrading 
Trainees 
Rural Areas/EDP x - - - - 
Comparative Study of x x x x x x x 
EDPs 
Identifying - - - x 
Opportunities 
With their EDP needs thus identified, Mr Sumicad systematically divided the 
Workshop into two Task Groups - A and B - which proceeded separately for 
further deliberations. 
SESSION VII 
Observation Visit to Two Entrepreneurial.Activities 
Visits were made to two government agencies involved in entrepreneurship 
development in the afternoon. 
At the Design Center of the Philippines (DCP) a slide presentation on the 
UP ISSI and its entrepreneurial activities was shown to the group. A 
briefing on the DCP itself, was conducted by its staff members Ms Vicky 
Paraso and Ms Barts Sison. Three slide presentations preceded the tour 
of the compound. The workshop and production area in which most activities 
were centred proved to be very interesting to the participants. 
This was followed by a visit to the Flea Market operated by the National 
Cottage Industries Development Authority (NACIDA). A briefing on 
NACIDA's activities was given by Mrs Quirino. NACIDA is the government 
agency primarily responsible for the promotion and development of cottage 
industries, to which incentives are given upon registration. An enterprise 
may be classified as a cottage industry if its total assets do not exceed 
Pesos 100 000 (US$13 500). 
Saturday, 3 June 1978 
Field Trip Around Metro Manila Area 
The group was introduced to an entrepreneur - Mr Rafael Lapuos - owner- 
manager of a furhiture manbfacturing firm in Quezon City. Mr Lapuos 
gave a brief account of how the firm started and grew from scratch, so 
. to speak. Questioned by the participants regarding specific areas, 
Mr Lapuos gave an impressive insight into an entrepreneur's world as 
seen from the eyes of entrepreneurship development trainers. A tour 
of the factory was held after the briefing. 
In the afternoon, participants visited the University of the Philippines 
campus and UP ISSI. They also visited the display centre of Philippine- 
made shoes manufactured by small industries in the town of Marikina, 
Rizal. 
Monday, 5 June 1978 
SESSION VIII 
Initial Reports of Task Groups 
Group A 
Drs Bermawi introduced the report of Group A by announcing that the 
group's consensus was for a common manual to be prepared in two parts - 
Part I for trainers and Part II for entrepreneurs. 
The contents of Part I was discussed by Mr Chowdhury and the outline 
follows: 
Title: EDP Trainers' Manual 
Objective 
Development 
3.1 Rationale: Identifying the needs of EDP 
3.2 Design of the Program 
3.2.1 Curriculum and Training Materials 
3.2.2 Evaluation Methods in Regards to Methodology, 
Organization and Staffing 
3.2.3 Logistics 
4.. Training ImplementatiOn 
4.1 Selection Procedures 
4.2 Training Process 
4.3. On-going Evaluation of Curriculum, Trainers (Program), 
Trainers' Performance, Methodology, Administration 
5. Post-Training Services 
5.1 Project Implementation 
5.1.1 Conceptualization 
5.1.2 Organiza6on 
5.1.3 'Operation and Continuous Services 




Mr Zulkifli declared that this group was able to discuss two points, 
. namely, the selection process and the proposed manual on entrepreneurship 
development. 
Regarding the first point mentioned, Mr Zulkifli reported that in view 
of the present lack of data available on the selection process, his group 
decided that it could not come up with a detailed selection process for 
the use of POs. Instead, his group resolved that the POs present would 
be requested to share materials and experiences among each other and 
pass on the different tools and techniques which they have found useful 
for the benefit of other countries concerned. 
On the second point (the proposed manual on entrepreneurship development), 
the following outline was developed: 
Objectives of the Manual 
Selection Process 
Identification of Training Needs 
Curriculum Design 
Delivery/Teaching Techniques and Training Materials 
Evaluation of Program 
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SESSION IX $ 
Discussion of Reports 
Guided by Mr Sumicad, the group agreed that two Manuals would have to be 
prepared: 
'EDR Manual fe'lr Trainers 
Handbook for Entrepreneurs 
A discussion on the first manual led the group to realize that a combination 
of the two outlines already reported would be quite complete for the 
preparation of a common manual. 
Mr Zulkifli pointed out that general statements should be included in the 
manual regarding government policy statements, inter-agency linkages and 
other basic information that have to be in the trainer's hands before he 
embarks upon a program for prospective entrepreneurs. Mr Md Ali suggested 
that these statements could be summarized in a brief but concise 
Introduction portion which ought to be operational in the different 
countries where the manual will be used. The Introduction should be as 
general as possible but flexible enough to be applicable in the situations 
of the countries represented. 
Thus, it was agreed up0 that the contents of the manual betrm approved, 
the actual lining up of contents could be done by a smaller sub-committee 
in which both groups would be represented. 
Mr Sumicad then requested Groups A and B to convene again separately for 
group discussions on the possible contents of the Handbook for Entrepreneurs. 
SESSION X 
Final Discussion of Task Groups 
Groups A and B reported on their deliberations regarding the contents of 
the proposed Handbook for Entrepreneurs and these are as follows: 
Group A 
1. Introduction 
2 Project Identification 
2.1 Techniques for Identification 
?.1.1 Environmental Analaysis 
2.1.2 Resource Analysis 
2.1.2.1 Self Analaysis 
2.1.2.2 Others 
2.1.3 Pre-Feasibility Study 
Project Implementation 
3.1 Conceptualization 
3.1.1 Project Study 
3.1.2 Project Preparation and Evaluation 




4.1 Identifying Agencies for Various Assistance Needed 
Expansion/Diversification - Repeat the Whole Cycle 
Group B 
Identification of Prospects and Opportunities 
Forms and Sources of Assistance Available Including List of 
Assisting Agencies 
Planning and Organizing the Business 
3.1 Sources of Finance 
3.2 Formation of the Business, Registration, etc. 
3.3 Organizing the Business Resources 
3.3.1 Selection of Physical Resources (Assets) 
3.3.2 Origin of the Physical Resources 
3.3.3 Manpower Development 
Managing the Business 
4.1 Financial Management 
4.2 Production Management 
4.3 Marketing Management 
4.4 Personnel Management - Training, Incentives, Control 
Legal Aspects 
The group reached a consensus that the proposed handbook would he a 
useful instrument: or Loo] in the hands of a proposed or existing entre- 
preneur for his business ventures. The "How To's" in the manual would be 
written in fairly simple and readable language and contain basic guidelines 
for putting upa small enterprise. This would also be part of the entrepre- 
neurship development trainer's materials for his use when guiding entrepre- 
neurs in training courses designed for them. It was agreed uR611 that after 
the Workshop, if'the proposed entrepreneurs' manual is sponsored by 
TECHNONET ASIA, a smaller committee could combine the two outlines and 
produce one concise manuscript. 
Tuesday, 6 June 1978 
SESSION XI 
Finalization of Project Plan: 
Task Groups' Reports to b'e Discussed and 
a Plan of Actiorr Developed 
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After due deliberation and careful study, the participants agreed that 
the following would be submitted to TECHNONET ASIA as the Plan of Action 
regarding its possible involvement in entrepreneurship development: 
The conduct of Achievement Motivation Trainers' Training Courses 
for those trainers who will handle the AMT portion of EDP courses. 
This will be a highly specialized course for trainers who are 
capable of facilitating Achievement Motivation for prospective 
entreprenedrs. 
The conduct of EDP Trainers' Training Courses for those administrators 
and trainers who will have a hand in the conduct of the total program. 
This will have a portion to appreciate Achievement Motivation, though 
it will not emphasize on that alone, but will be a general view of 
the total program as it should be administered. 
The writing and publishing of an EDP Trainers' Manual as discussed 
in Session VIII. 
The writing and publishing of an Entrepreneurs' Handbook as discussed 
in Session X. 
The conduct of a continuing workshop on entrepreneurship development 
as begun in this workshop and to monitor or implement the first four 
recommendations. 
With regard to the fifth recommendation, Mr Md Tajudin moved the motion, 
seconded by Indonesia, for a 'forum', similar to the existing ASINDEX 
Forum, to be formed. It was agreed that this recommendation with its 
suggested mechanics of operation, together with the other four, would be 
presented to Dr Chico for appropriate action. 
SESSION XII 
Integration 
Summary of Recommendations 
Closing Remarks 
Mr Sumicad presented the summary of the five major recommendations that 
the group had formulated. Initial reaction from Dr Chico was positive. 
He mentioned that several possibilities regarding actions on the recommen- 
dations were in view. 
As to the first two recommendations, Dr Chico stated that the holding of 
the two types of training courses could be facilitated if training funds 
could be made available easily. TECHNONET has funds reserved for training 
courses for industrial extension and information officers. However, it 
may be possible to reallocate some funds for EDP Trainers' Training 
t5TJTTE-Ta-Aaievement Motivation Trainers' Training Courses. Also, 
there was the possibility of assistance being sought from IDRC's Social 
Sciences and Human Resources Division. 
Objectives 
2.1 Sharing of experiences and exchange of ideas among POs on 
entrepreneurship development; 
2.2 Improve trainer services - "esprit de corps"; 
2.3 Facilitate cooperative and coordinated approach to 
entrepreneurship development; 
2.4 Compilation of data, research findings, etc., and dissemination 
of these to POs; 
2.5 Improve implementation of the total entrepreneurship development 
program among POs; 
2.6 Work towards common standards; 
2.7 Interchange of expertise among POs through conduct of joint 
training programs; 
2.8 Serve as a forum for the exchange of experiences for the 
benefit of entrepreneurs. 
Tentative Program 
3.1 Establish an Entrepreneurship Development Centre for ongoing 
research, training and other related activities in order to 
evolve an Entrepreneurship Development Program that is suited 
to the needs of Asian countries, especially to the POs' needs; 
3.2 Development and publication of training materials that are 
suited to Asian conditions; 
3.3 Publication of a newsletter to facilitate exchange of EDP 
experiences among developing countries; 
3.4 Case-writing on EDP experiences in various countries; 
3.5 Exchange of curricula and workshops on curriculum development 
and periodic review. 
- 15 -- 
Regarding recommendations 3, 4 and 5, TECHNONET ASIA has funds allocated 
for these activities as these are part of its current program. Preliminary 
work could be done even before the TECHNONET Council Meeting (TC5) in 
September next. Since entrepreneurship development is an important 
parallel activity to industrial extension and information work, adequate 
support for it would be considered by TECHNONET. 
Ms Lavador sugge.sted that 'since the fifth recommendation called for the 
election of officers for an EDP 'forum', the present group could elect 
. the office bearers for it. 
After deliberation, the group decided, initially, to map out the frame of 
reference for the setting up of the forum before the election of officers. 
The following was the result of the discussion. 
1. Title 
Entrepreneurship Development Forum of Asia (EDFA) 
- 16 - 
Organization 
It was suggested that this forum could be patterned after the 
ASINDEX Forum with 
4.1 yearly election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman, with the Chairman 
to select his officer bearers - secretary, treasurer and PRO - 
within his own PO or country; 
4.2 institutional membership - POs only; and 
4.3 possibility of accepting non-POs as Associate Members, with no 
voting rights - depending on the policies of TECHNONET ASIA. 
Logistics 
This, as well as refining and stylizing of the above four points, 
will be handled by TECHNONET ASIA. The tentative draft, as prepared 
by TECHNONET ASIA, will be sent to all POs for comments, additions, 
etc., and returned to TECHNONET ASIA for finalization. The final 
manuscript will be presented to the PO heads when they meet at 105 
in Penang in September next. 
Targeted deadline for the final Terms of Reference is July 1978. 
In this connection, Mr Wan Hassan offered the services of his organization 
if these will be so required to facilitate the finalization of the Terms 
of Reference of EDFA. 
With the matter thus rested, discussion went on to the Handbook 
"Developing Entrepreneurship" by Udai Pareek and TV Rao, which Dr Chico 
had earlier on passed around to ascertain the usefulness of its contents. 
A proposal was put to Dr Chico that a copy be provided each PO. Dr Chico 
replied that this would be given strong consideration and the decision 
communicated to those concerned. 
Finally, the Workshop ended with Dr Chico's closing remarks congratulating 
all present for a job well done. Special mention should be made of the 
industrious efforts of the UP ISSI secretariat, which went a long way in 
making the Workshop the succes/it was. The fruitful results of the 
Workshop, according to him, could not have been more tangible than the 
recommendations proposed and the tentative Terms of Reference of EDFA 
set forth. He requested the participants to discuss the Workshop proceed- 
ings and recommendations with their organizations' heads in order to get 
as many reactions as possible and to facilitate approval of PO heads 
during the forthcoming TECHNONET Council Meeting. 
With this, Dr Chico officially closed the Workshop. 
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EDP Trainers' Mini-Workshop 
Manila, 1-6 June 1978 
Opening RemaAlzis by UP ISSI DiAectok 
on 1 June 1978 
AppenctiA 1 
Ladies and Gentlemen, Participants to the EDP Workshop: 
Good Morning. This seminar room makes our first meeting far more conducive 
to greeting everyone more than a good morning. Shall I say instead "For 
six days, I wish everyone a pleasant stay and a fruitful undertaking ahead 
for all of you". 
This activity is aptly titled a mini-workshop. "Mini" is acommon day word 
used extensively during the 1960s. That does not seem such a long time ago. 
Or was it? Hence, the coining of the words: mini-bike, mini-tube, mini- 
calculator and, more imaginatively, mini-skirt! 
But beware! The 1970s evolved a more effective use of the word, with 
technically the word mini-workshop to serve us. 
This EDP Workshop was conceived with the ultimate objective of stimulating 
and developing a scarce economic resource, that is the entrepreneur. 
Through a lively exchange of ideas, theories and strategies on entrepre- 
neurship development, three clientele were deemed beneficiaries of this 
project. Thus, 
1. the EDP tnainefus - at the end of this six-day Workshop, participants' 
teaching capabilities will be enhanced through the exchange of 
experiences and a proposed handbook of teaching materials. 
the poticy and decizion makeitz - by broadening the awareness and 
understanding of the entrepreneurial needs of the small and medium 
industry sector among the policy and decision makers, they can carry 
out their functions more effectively to assist the growth and deve- 
lopment of small and medium industries; and 
the zmati. and medium induztty entkepneneun - by familiarizing the 
participants with the latest trends in management and the relevant 
concepts and processes for small entrepreneur training, a more 
effective training program package can be designed and implemented. 
Today is the first day of your participation in this Workshop. Hopefully, 
at the end of the six days' deliberations, a comprehensive study, under- 
standing and awareness of the role and importance of the entrepreneur and 
the small and medium industry sector will reach new heights. You, as 
participants, will have greater responsibilities ahead of you, and in six 
days' time, this will be further enhanced with greater understanding. 
Lastly, I hope that during the last day of your participation in this EDP 
Trainers' Mini-Workshop, the word "mini" will be more picturesque and 
eventful. For the mini-skirt, although out of fashion, will ring a bell 
always for days gone by. Mini will mean the six days' stay you would have 
had in my country, the Philippines and its people. We, Filipinos, do not 
give mini smiles for one thing! 
Again, a pleasant stay and fruitful undertaking ahead of you all. 
(( 
PATERNO V. VILk_m 
1.6.78 _---Director 
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This is the third time I have been invited by my colleague, 
Mr. Paterno Viloria, to be here to address the staff of the cooperating 
Institutions of Technonet Asia. I did not hesitate to accept the invitation 
as this gives me yet another opportunity to expound on the necessity of 
developing cottage, small, and medium industries. 
In sharp contrast to the development framework which is foreign- 
investment, capital - intensive and foreign-technology-oriented, which 
heretofore have been the trademark of industrial development, the develop- 
ment of small entrepre eurship, I believe, must stress the development of 
people. 
And so this morning, I have chosen to speak on entrepreneurial 
v2 
development as it applies to aggrupations or group-owned and managed 
enterprises rather than to individual concerns. Here are the facts of the 
case: 
1. The purpose of all our efforts is the development of people, 
specially those belonging to the most disadvantaged sector 
of our population. 
Technonet 
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The gap between the privileged and underprivileged 
members of our society has not narrowed with time, 
but has seemed to widen, in fact. 
Cottage and small industry development, a vital component 
in bridging the gap between the rich and the poor, has so 
little resources, particularly well-trained and skilled 
manpower, at its disposal. 
Given the limited manpower resources and the urgent need 
to develop, nurture and maintain a large and adequate 
entrepreneurial base, it seems practical to use each unit 
of this resource to serve a larger number of prospective 
beneficiaries. 
The thrust of developmentmust therefore be directed more 
toward promoting the growth of group-owned and managed 
enterprises than toward individual concerns. 
Of course, this has its advantages and disadvantages, but I 
believe its potential benefits outweigh the costs. First, we have a 
larger labor base which would be less expensive than having to hire 
production workers. Second, a larger asset base, either for raw material 
Technonet 
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or financing purposes, isassured. Third, and perhaps most important, 
is the opportunity it affords to organize and mobilize these units for total 
community development by inculcating into the system the benefits of 
mass action and cooperation. 
By advocating this group approach to small and medium enterprise 
- development, I am not negating the parallel need to develop individual 
enterprises; such effort has its place in the total scheme of development. 
But I hope that this workshop will consciously and deliberately consider 
these imperatives of our time. The task is difficult and the problems are 
many, but what investment in human development is not without its share 
of pain and sacrifice? 
I am confident that this workshop will be a fruitful and successful 
one. We can expect no less. 
Thank you very much. 
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Apputdix TV 
31 May INDEXTRAC VIII and 1900-2100 INDEXTRAC VIII Closing Dinner 
(Wed) EDP Workshop (jointly hosted by TECHNONET 
Participants ASIA and UP ISSI) 
1 June Session I 0900-1015 Opening Ceremony 
(Thu) - Welcome Remarks by UP ISSI Director 
- Remarks by EDF President 
- Remarks by TECHNONET Administrator 
- Introduction of Participants and 
Observers 
- Election of Co-Chairmen 
- Approval of Provisional Agenda 
Orientation on Workshop Objectives 
and Organization 
1015-1045 COFFEE BREAK 
SESSION II 1045-1230 Country Presentations 
- BSCIC Bangladesh 
- DP Indonesia 
- KORSTIC Korea 
1230-1400 LUNCH BREAK 
Session III 1400-1515 Country Presentations 
- MARA Malaysia 
- IDB Sri Lanka 
- DIP Thailand 
1515-1545 COFFEE BREAK 
Session IV 1545-1700 Country Presentations 
- UP ISSI Philippines 
- Others, Observers 
2 June Session V 0930-1030 Identification of EDP Needs of POs 
(Fri) Formulation of Plan of Action 
Organization of Task Groups 
1030-1100 COFFEE BREAK 
1.6.78 
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Initial Discussion of Task Groups 
LUNCH BREAK 
Observation Visit to two 
Entrepreneurial Activities 
'3 June 0800-1800 Field Trip Around Metro 
(Sat) Manila Area 
4 June FREE 
(Sun) 
5 June Session VIII 0900-1030 Initial Reports of Task Groups 
-(Mon) 
1030-1100 COFFEE BREAK 
Session IX 1100-1230 Discussion of Reports 
1230-1400 LUNCH BREAK 
Session X 1400-1700 Final Discussion of Task Groups 
(1530-1600 COFFEE BREAK) 
1900-2100 DINNER (jointly hosted by 
TECHNONET ASIA and UP ISSI) 
6 June Session XI 0900-1030 Finalization of Project Plan: 
(Tue) Task Groups' Reports to be 
Discussed and a Plan of 
Action Developed 
1030-1100 COFFEE BREAK 
Session XII 1100-1300 Integration 
Summary of Recommendations 
Closing Remarks 
2 June Session VI 1100-1230 
(Fri) 
1230-1400 
Session VII 1400-1800 
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ENTREPRENEURS:IIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAi:!'-.::E 
by 
Mr A M Tfii-owdhury 
I. BACKGROUND INFOMATION 
1 National objectives and/or rationale for the develument of indiFenous 
entrepreneurs and industries. 
The Industries Sector contributes 8.1% of tho GDP and accounts for about 
70% of foroi?-n exchange earninFs from export. 
About 40% of total Industries Sector's contribution to GDP comes from 
the sub-sector of Small, CottaFe and Rural Industry. 
75% of total labour force (?) is employed by the Agricultural Sector; 
Agriculturu contributes about 56% of the GDP; crops (3/4 is rice) provide 
40% of GDP. 
Total number of -oublic sector enterprise is about 400 employing 
300,000 workers. 
Population growth is 2.8% per annum. About 1,800,000 (?) new workers 
are coming for employment every year. 
The employment strategy in the i- resent 2-year an ( 8-80) emphasizes 
employment creating sectors:- 
The target of the 2-year plan is:- 
To achieve an annual growth rato oF 5.6% in CJP (Tk. 712 in 77-78, 
ostimat-Jd Peo¡ge 85.4 million) and (Tk. 732 projected for 78.80 
and reople 27.8 million) at constant 72.73 factor cost allowing 
an average increase at 2.3% por year; 
To craate additional job opportunities for 2.3 million, so that 
it can absorb fully the new entrants into thr labour market and 
have favourable effect on under employment and backlog of 
unemployment; 
To attain a food grain (rice and wheat) target of 14.4 million 
tons by 79.80 to reduce import from 1.7 million tons to 1.3 
million tons. 
To increase annual per capita availability of basic consumption 
items:- 
Foodgrains from 346 oz - 353 oz 
Edible Oil 4.08 lbs - 1.30 lbs 
Cotton Textiles 6.03 yels - 7.40 yds 
Sugar 3.88 lbs - 3.97 lbs 
In the manufacturinF sector, one of the major objectives of the 2-year 
plan is:- 
To aehieve sociaily dusira:Ae equit-y in income clintribution through 
promotion of cottage and rural industry. 
'ro incroase production of ca2ital goods, particularly those, which 
have streng liakne wit agriculture and stroa!. infra-structure 
development. 
With a view to realising the objectives, including the onos mentioned 
above, specially i9g,arding erOoyment, the 2-year plan follows, among 
many others, the following strategy:- 
Except in areas where modern Capital-intensive technology and large- 
scale operations are guided by overriding, technical and economic consi- 
derations, choice has.been made in favour of labour intensive techno- 
logy, and small and cottage industries - with locations of industries 
dispersed in different regions through incentives and administrative 
directives - in order to promote regional development. 
Since, the Small, Cottage and Rural Industries Sector offers the best 
opportunity for providing a means of livelihood Lo the millions of 
unemployed and underemployed people, for diversifying the industrial 
base of the economy in producing for bot7n doerilestic and export markets, 
for securing optimum utilization of indigenous materials and skills, 
and for widening the particination of people in the process of economic 
development, one of th, main objectives of this sub-sector under the 
two-year plan is: 
To create job ooportnnities for unomoloyed and underemployed rural 
people in general, and unemployed educated youth in particular; 
To develop less-developed rural areas by promotirr rural industries 
etc. 
The Governmont ofBangladesh, under the sponsorship of ;anglndesh Bank 
(Central Bank of the Country) has already undertken a programme of 
self-employment of educated unemployed youth. The programme has duly 
been approved by the Secretarios Committee on EconPmic Co-ordination. 
The 7)rogramm is very limited in its scope and is experimental in 
natur,..1. 
2. Organizations involved in Entre renoursniT Oevelorment Programme, to 
be started soon. 
The followinr Nini::tries/Ornizations/Deartmohts 'ir c involved, in 
vlrying extent, in his national nrogramme. 
Bangladesh '.lank (Sponsor) 
Commercial eanks Sonali F1 Shilpa; 
Bangladesh Management Development Centre (Principal - executive 
agency for training); 
Bangladesh Small and Cottare Industries Corporation: 
Ministry of Manpower Development, Labour .1nd Social !el Caro; 
Ministry oE Industries; 
Ministry of Planning; 
Sub-Divisional Administration; 
.(h) Local (Divisional F Sub-Divisional, important and educational 
institutes; 
(i) Municipal Corporations/Town Committees: 
V 
Trade Associations; 
Universities the institute of !;usiness Administration; and 
(1) Engineering Uoiversit Technical/Vccational Training institutes. 
ome of the above,oryanizations will nrovide varions linkages in the 
whole process of this Entrepreneurs'rip Development for Educated 
Unemployed youth. 
II. COUNTRY DC0L71ENCE'3 U INTREPRENEURS DEVFLONLNT PRO(Z:Li 
1. Promotion of indigenous Entreoreneurs and Fnter2rises: Govt Policies 
and Incentivos. 
Bangladesh has no previuus experience on Entrenroneurshio (educated 
unemployed) Zievelooment. r'ut as has been mentioned earlier, Government 
has put due stress on the need o increasi/E; omploymept opportunities - 
specially for self-ercoloyment of educated unemoloyod. It has accor- 
dingly, thrown the snonsorshin of li,anplodosh rnnk, decided to launch 
an experimental »..roramme on Entrepreneurship Development For self- 
employment of educated unemployed youth. 
A Central Committee has been formed for the purpose and Bangladesh 
Bank in co-onertion with the Commercial Banks has already created a 
fund to the tuno o about Taka 5 million (about $300,000) for the 
nromotion of the programme. The fund has been named as the Self- 
Employment Promotion (Tr) Fund. 
Incentives 
The selected, potential entrepreneur will be given free training on 
entrepreneurshio development; he will b,3 givon a monthly stipend, say, 
of Taka 300 a month, or free food, lodijng aria sume per diem, as it 
deems fit. 
After successful completion of the t:oaining and acco7itanee of his pro- 
posed project, he will receive cl.odit varying la:, te a maximum of 
Tk. 100,000 (about $6,000) in 7eneral wnich may also be more depending 
on the merit of the case. 
Identification and Selection of Entrepreneurs and T, es 0r Projects. 
Ihe crux of the problem is thought to be the process of selection of 
the prospective entrepreneurs ,2ond on this will depend the -robability 
of success of the whole experiment. 
The Central Committee has accordingly formed twd other committees - 
(i) a Sub-DivisionLA Committee wno will nqko a proliminary selection, 
and (ii) a Courso Committee, who will male the final selection, and 
will imrart training. 
Psychologica! tests will fjnd a heovv *qi,,htN in the tosting oroc.iss. 
A questionnaire hns been designed, answers of which will he processed 
to find out the relative scores of the prospective crndidates. 
Traits reflecting/representing various qualities of entropreneurshiP 
have buen transformed into questions and tests with full-hearted 
To-operation of the Department of Psycholctoy, University of Dacca. 
The MDC was assigned tho responsibility to devise a suitable selection 
proceure. 
As for ti. -;:ype.; nf projects ?;SCTC was vo t resoonsibility to 
supply the Central Committee with e list of.suitable projects; they 
have already been workin7 in this line since long. 
Nevertheless, :1 we consider the o'.,jectives C vine Government 
nentioned earliur,' the most SIlitljrde 'Projoct -will he the Following:- 
7.:and1oom 
Rice-Huskin 
Oil extraction from seed 
Manufacture of small aFro-equipments 
Manufacture of banyan 
Manufacture of mechanised fishing equipments 
'Aanufacture of green manure 
(3) Handicrafts 
Juto Prodrcts 
Cigarette makin (Biddi Makirig) 
Workshops (mcanical and electtical) 
Spare parts for big industries 
Cannins. of fruits veetables and fish 
Ropes 
Processinv of Coconut Nusks 
Poultry and Vbterinary farms in Chars and islands 
Hillside plantation/CultiYatiPn 
Offshore fishin- 
Household electrical oods/s-pares of casi fabrication 
Automobile repairs 
Trade Teac.hinc Centres 
Dry cells F' vvlot cells,with imported Tr1W matrials and elements 
Artificial jewellery 
Toys - ol-..stic, rubber and metal 
Simule Chemical dyes and medicines etc. 
Ready-made arments (specially for women). 
3. Trainiw, and D.2velonnent 
The Courso Committee, [1fter instruction fron the Central Committee, 
prepared a cloth-lied schedule nnd curricula for tho proposed trainin? 
(Pl. see ApPendx). 
Duo stress will be given on the aseects intimately connected with 
the. activities o-if ;:he small entrepreneurs. 
The whole trainiTr t)roramme will be conducte'i, under the creneral' 
supervision of the course committee, 1-y the Consultancy Services 
Division of the Bangladesh Menagment Devoloment Centre, Dacca, both 
at Pacen as well as in tho Divisional teadqutrtrrs. 
13ut, for the installation into actual business, the BSC1C will have to 
shoulder a 11.::avy responsibility - in assistinf the trained entrepre- 
neur for getting land and caital etc. for ostablishin. himself, 
preferably, in any of its Industrial estates. 
1. SUppOrti2;,' SerViCeS etc. 
Once installed, the new entrepreneur will be Irador the constant care 
of the Sub-Divisional Committee who will provide regular feed back 
'both to the Central Cormittee and uso to the Coursu Committee, on 
their progress. 
The Central Committee may tha take necessar/ con-ective measures 
either directly or with assistance of the Course Committee. 
The Central Committee iay then require 'I1SCIC to provide, in close 
co-operation. with 6.e Export 7romotion .treau and other local aF,encies, 
the necessary network for marketing the products of these now entre- 
nreneurs ,to provide free !uloled¡le about any traceable, technolovical 
prop'ess that may,easily be adjusted to our circumstances. 
In summary, all possible assistance in any/all possible directions will 
have to be (and in fact, it will be ) provi,led to these newly trained 
entrepreneurs, in an all-out attempt to make them a success. 
5. Evaluation of Results 
1. For our PU action in EDP 
It is planned.that the progress of the new entrepreneurs and also of 
the entire experiment will be reviewed bi-annually - to assess the 
weak points, failures and successes of our EDP. 
III. SPECIFIC REC071.1ENDATI0NS 
The Course Committee, may take or be ;,i_ven, the responsibility to make 
regular evaluations of the progress made by the newly installed 
entrepreneurs and they may, after proper authorization by /he Central 
Committee, take all necessary correctivo steps. 
. For collaboration amonr TECHNONET POs etc. 
Observation of the nrogress made by those POs of the TECHNONET, 
who have already installed tho EDP in their countries by the 
participants from the POs - who arc goma to start EDP, will be 
of immense, unnarallel practiced experience. 
Healthy, constructive, threadbare discussion on the envisaged 
programme will possibly help olirninate some fla,:s that may 
otherwise be lying hidden in the whole experimental stage. 
D:-Ita that may help enlighten the discussion on the paper. 
A. Growth rates achieved durin 1973-70 
V 
B. 76-77 GDP at current market 
77-78 G50 72-73 Factor Cost 
C. Students enrolled in 1978 
price . t. 9.396 
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DRAFT COURSE CUMIN::: OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELCENT PECCA41E 
4 weeks - 144 hours. 
Sessions: 9900 - 1039, 1190-1230; 1409-1539; 
A. GENRAL (6 ''Cur3) 
I. Introduction to thu Course. 
2. What is Small Scale Industry and is aIì usiness? 
3. 'Iihy -o int) business? 
4. Nancy t%, stIrt your business. 
5. Success and failure in business. 
6. Jobs of the )wner/,iana, or. 
flOOK-KEEPING, AC'COUNTING and FINANCE (30 Hours) 
Introductio7: to Beekeeping, Accounting r-id 7ina:Acc 
Racordiu Procedures of transactions ane vouch,..r system. 
PreseryatiOn of cash book and Reconciliation of Cash and Bank Balance. 
Preparation (:)12 
S. Preparation of Trial Balanc. 
3. Prenaratien of nco ne St2tellIont. 
7. Preparation of ' 7'.alance Sheet. 
8. 4ccounts Rec.:ivablo or Dot-tors TAanaement. 
9. Accounts C. .1.yable or Creditors Plan t. 
10. Correction of entries and yuar end adjustnent. 
11. Assets Manement. 
12. Usin the Incoine Stateent. 
13. Usiny thu 3alnce Sheet. 
14. Year and Reportin. 
15. filirw Incoe Tax. 
16. Planninv and .riud,2tin. . 
17. Preparation :11(1 wa''es sheet 
18. Statoment sbow i a c,st of 'yrnduction. 
19. Chof2sin.- Inv.istr.ont 
20. Fsourcs and uses ,.)-F funds. 
21. Inventory Manlpenent. 
C. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION (9 Hours) 
Introduction to oiTanizirw r. business. 
A closer look at cach 10:7a1 form of business or.Janization. 
BIsiness laws. 





7. Technical 15,r)2. 
D. Population 712 t: 
77-78 
77-80 9:).2 7'72 t. 
Child producin Yon: ",TTri 
Prt',:in:::rit at ary pcint of ti.:.'': 
8US1NESS (5 Fours) 
IntrOductiya to i'ioiness Communictifm. 
busines letters and rorts3. 
Speakirw in business. 
E. PRODUCTION 0 !-"eurs1 
Introductin t2 ,rocluc4on. 
Erductiou ccs4.. 
Plant 1-vout "1P ' simplification. 
QuIli.tv cootrol. 
Equipmo_t 1:aint.nanc. 
Planninr; an4 sciodulin' Production. 
Plant locatic,n. 
F. MARKETING (I - l Hours II - 18 Hours) 
I 1. Introduction t markotin:. 
2. Uhat is a 1,.arkel_.? 
3. Sizin un a market ooportuniti. 
4. The riThc urduct and right service. 




D. Promorin:,. yeur business 
Salesmanship. 
!.iercha:-idis layout and display. 
Analysin your market. 
II Field study some urban/rural marketin, 
G. PERSONNEL (6 Hours) 
Introduction to ;?na.,7,ing piewge. 
TA-1y People work? 
Selecting the host men for the job. 
-Civio workers Tosponsibility and mea3ur1n7 thoir performance. 
5. Labour 1-'olations - 
6. Disciplinirv; the oroployees. 
N. STARTING 11E 'i'U4T.,14.E3S (36 !-Iours) 
A visit te a 2,7,siness. 
First 7usiness project. 
Planniiv to stal-!: a business. 
flurces of financin for st:rrtirw your )!1:.iinc:-:s. 
S. ScurcLs fj. finlncilo 
6. CrAit 
7. CliocK list for oin into business. 
8. Evaluqtion and Certificato (6 J.)urs). 
******************** 
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DP Indonesia Appen(1x VI 
EDP TRAINERS' MINI-WORKSHOP 
1 - 6 June 1978 
Manila, Philippines 
"ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES DP INDONESIA" 
by 
Drs. F. Aerrnawiand Drs. Nadirsiah R. Ara 
I. akOKGROUND INFORMATION 
1.1. National Objectives 
It is a truism that there is a strong and positive correlation 
between the wealth and standard of living of a country and the 
extent of its industrialization as developed countries has been 
proved until today. 
The first and second five-year plan of Indonesia emphasizes also 
the gradual shifting of notional economic development programme 
from the traditional agriculture activities to modern agriculture 
ones and ultimately the real progress should be on the industrial 
sector. The development of indigenous entrepreneurs and industries 
is actually based on the economic system from the second world war 
and Independence War Era. 
It was characterized: - 
1.1 Indonesia's economy vi'ras based on agriculture products for 
export; 
1.2 Industries which were very smoll in size and number, mostly in 
the field of handicraft activities, organized through traditional 
methods, such as a family business; 
1.3 Largo disparity in income between rural and urban community; 
1.4 Concentration of industrial activities in a very few regions (areas); 
1.5 Increasing unemployment, disguised and seasonal employment. 
Therefore to fulfil one of the Indep,:ncience objectives the Government 
is conducting several five-year National Development Plans (this 
year is the last yeor of second five-yeor Notional Development Plans) 
which is based on the National General Guidelines (GBEIN). 
Some rrnin points for the industrial development sector, in the coming 
third National Development Plan ore: 
(a) in conducting industrial development, improved steps should be 
token to develop notional private business. The Government 
should give more considerations to the development of infra- 
struCtures and create a sound climate to support the growth of 
industries. Accordingly, efforts should be taken to develope 
skill to improve labour productivity, and managerial ability of the 
notio-nal private businessmen, especially small businessmen. 
(b) to foster the economically weak group, sori.e woys should be token, 
i.e. soft financial assistonce, technical assistance, informa - 
tion tarongh all eferte to creetc and devele entrepreneurship. 
seecific activities, ese.3cially traditioell business which are 
classified as weak Oconenic greoe should e protected. 
entre'renursbip, business skill and management ability of the 
national businessmen s:iould lee imereved to speed ire the transfer 
of forei rivate activities into national privAte ones. 
Experience since .:)50 supported by recent 3xeerience has uncovered 
that it is erroneous to develop indnstrial sector by 'providing 
facilities alone while neglectine the characteristic of tho persons 
involved. Privileges to indienous entrepreneurs ja fact Go not. 
improve and make them stronger but mostly spoil them, resulting in 
the domination of the economic enterprise system by non-indigenous 
entrepreneur and shifting national wealth to non-native origin people 
which create social unrest and nrejudices. 
'Experience showed that largo scale industries could not solve 
unemployment problems because of capitel intensiveness, but widencd 
gap between the :ich and the noor. 
I 2 E.D.P. Organization 
Since 1971, DP Indonesia through L.P.P.I. (Institute for Research 
and Education, which is now divided into four R D institutes) 
has launched entrepreneurial develonment nrogrammes by conducting 
and extending practical management training which was called 
Package Course on Industrial Management and Consultation for SSI in 
several rrovinces in Indonesia. This programme proceed periodically 
until 1974 covering nine provinces, that if-3, Yogyakarta (DIY), 
Ujung-Pandang (South Sulawesi), Medan (East Streatra), Padang (ljest 
Sumatra), Surabaya (East Jawa), Semarang (Ceriral Jawa), 3anda Aceh 
(DIA), Palembang (South Sumatra) and Denpasar (Bali). Along with 
this programme, several DP's Regional Research Institutes holding also 
short period, technical and technological skills training for SSI key 
personnel, such as on dyeing, finishing, moulding, welding, processing 
techniques, etc. The L.P.P.I., in joint Programme with BIPIK, also 
has been preparing and issuing the Industrial Profiles for SSI. 
To make the programme more effective, DP and the Ministry of Labour - 
sponsored by UNIDO/UNDP,had invited Dr David AcC1-Jiland and 
Dr David E Borle;,' in 1972 to demonstrate NIT (Achievement Motivation 
Training) in Jakarta and Bandung senarately, as a means to create 
trained entrepreneurs in a largo number within a short period. 
Aware of the role of entrepreneurs in job creation and wealth 
improvement, DP Indonesia established an f!ntrepreneurship Development 
Project which was called Achievement Motivation Project, co-ordinated 
by Drs F Bermawi in 1973. This DP: AMT project, assisted by IMP/ 
UNIDO through INS/74/045, assistance to the National Entrepreneurship 
Training Programme in 1975. 
The main tesk of DP-ANT Project was to conduct AM Trainers' Training 
as to produCe trainers for conducting AMT. This arogramme lasted 
about one year, from May 1975 to April 1976, led by Professor Sri. 
Manohar Nadkarni from NrilD India, as UNIDO expert. 
The participants of the programme consisted of 21 people from several 
instituteS,. i.e., University of Indonesia, PT i3ahana, Development 
Bank of Indonesia (BAPINDO), the Ministry of Labour, the Ministry of 
Defence and the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KADIN 
Indonesia) (see Appendix I). 
Since August 1975, DP has btnn conducting 22 fj.1 nrncticns and full 
AN training for around 400 incnous entrepreneurs in SSI in the 
regions. Snveral institutes involvod in condnctinv entrnIreneurial 
or managerial development programmes are:- 
1 DP Indonnsinn- ex U.r.P.T. (Institutn for Roscarch & Training) 
R & D Institutn for nliscellancous Industries and 
ilandicrafts 
R & D Institute for Chemical Industries 
R & D Instituto for Tcxtile Industries 
R & D Institute for Netals nrid Nachineries 
industries 
Centre for Education and Training 
Project for SSI Fostering and Development (BIPIK) 
Ministry of Labour:- National Productivity of Indonesia (PPNI) 
Industrial Regional Office 
Management Instituten University of Indonesia 
S. Institute of Psychology, University of Indonesia. 
Development and Technology Centre, Institutc of Tnchnology, Dandung 
Institutn for Management Development (L.P.P.Yi.) 
Indonesia Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KADIN-Indonesia) 
Institute for Entrenreneur Fostering (L.B.U.) 
Institute of Psychology, University of Pa.-lran. 
The linkages 'netwnen those institutos nxist only in incidental joint 
programmes, besides conducting thnir nrogrammcs independently. 
II. DP INDONESIA EXPERIENCE IN E.D.P. 
1 Some experts in Entrepreneurial Develonmont in Indonesia estimated that 
thn country nrgently- ncedziLlnast 1.000.90n sound and real entrepreneurs 
within ten years in orclor to bring thn economY to the take-off condi- 
tion through its national ontreproneurs. Therefore, to cope with 
this problnm,.the Government or DP nolicios i3 niving priority to 
develop nxisting indigenous entrenreneurs and potential indigenous 
entrepreneurs in SSI in several industries concnntratud arcas likc 
Uest Jawa, Central dawn., East Jawa, Bali, South Sulawesi, South East 
Sulawnsi, South Kalimantan, Lamnung, gouth Sumntra and North Sumatra. 
nio Government implements thoso policins through thn activities of 
BIPIK cq Industrial Extension Offico for Sn'tr. and Industrial Regional 
Office, to extend incentives and facilities to SSI in the form of:- 
(n) technical nnd tichnological informntions services 
technology training, prnctical management training, AN Training, 
Courses and Seminars 
extension servicos and consultation 
technienl- assistance i.e. expertise, tools and eouipment, small 
machineries, raw materials etc. 
2. To start the EDP Training Courso, DP takes several stens as follows:- 
(.a) identification of the existing entrepreneurs through production 
report or activities list which are sent neriodically by the 
firm or production uni to re6onLli offices. 
selecting entrepreneurs by nriority of indastrial sector poten- 
tially to be developed in accordance with region or national 
development strategy. 
sending application form to entrenreneurs for preliminary selec- 
tion, in order to assess the successful entrepreneur charac- 
teristics, :js for example the risk taking concept, responsi- 
bilitd, reaotion to failure, the long-term creer aspiration, 
the competition concept and reasoning to involve in business. 
Oral interview for an overall assessment and detailed aspect of 
entrepreneurial pattern of thinking. 
The procedure including nlso the assessment of candidate entrepreneurial 
ability by aeplying behavioural science techninues, such as, TAT 
(Thematic Apnerception Test), SRIQ (Social Renction Inventory 
Questionnaire according to Rotter), UAQ (qork Analysis Questionnaire). 
Ji thin the preliminary selection of the candidate, DP usually decides 
on criteria of the particioants, mainly as follows:- 
voluntary participation 
age between 29 to 40 years 
mastering. Bahasa Indonesia. 
owner entrepreneurs or managing entrenreneurs 
preference given to the existing oromising entrereneur 
at least secondary school educational background 
willingness to particinate in the training orocess uninterruptedly. 
DP experinnce in implementing those procedures toek at least two months 
until the final candidate is chosen among others it is due to difficulty 
in communication nnd transportation. Sometine problems arise from the 
relunctancy of the entrepreneurs to narticinate, .Jecause they c)u1:1 not 
afford te leave totally their business for five days in suceessionnto 
attend AN'In All E.D.P. are financed by Centrni Government Budget 
through DP cq BIPIK, Centre for Education and Trnining or Local 
Government budget through Industrial Regional Office. As most of the 
partiEipants come from out of town, DP Indonesia conduct the E.D.P. 
training on residential basis considorinn the efficienc, Vud 
effectiveness of the orogxamme. The average budget for regional E.D.P. 
training, especially for AMT was around Rp.2.000.099 - equivalent to 
US$5.000 - for about 22 participants and 3 trainers. 
lost of the 1-Judget went to the course accommodations, meals and 
transnort allowances. The composition of the budget expenditure as 
follows:- 
organizing expenses 19% 
trainer's fee 




- - - - 
100 
The I.T.B. put the budget for trainer fee alone about US$5.000 - 
excluding residential and transport allowances for the trainer which 
consist of 5 people. The I.T.B. took contribution from the entrepre- 
neur about Rp.80.000 - or aboutUSS200 - nor candidate. - 
Therefore I.T.B. orogramme is ieyond tho roach of SSI entrepreneur and 
Central or Local Government budget. 
3. Formerly, DP Inuonesia nolicy on E.D.P. was giving the entrepreneur 
technical and manaerial skill to rnn nmall industries enterprises. 
Therefore L.P.P.I. çonducted Package Courses on Indnstrial Management 
and Consultatiim which took about ten days/courses with about 70 
sessions of 45 minutes effectively and consist of 18 subjects (see 
Appendix II). 
Beginninn with the last sossion uf AL Treriners' Traininn, DP Indonesia 
launched AMT for KI Entrepreneur which took about five days with about 
8 to 10 hours daily Training (see Appendix III). DP Indonesia has 
already experienced to combine AMT and Package Course programme in two 
ways as follows:- 
full P.C. nlus A.M.T. (in Tanjungkaranni Lnnpun ) 
Plus selective topics of F.C. (in Medan and Ujung-pandang) 
P.C. programme in Medan and Ujung Pandang were given on very selective 
subjects such as on the role of extension officer, feasBility study 
(Project identification, evaluation and eelection), loan proposal and 
project proposal, fieldwork, assignment working naner for group 
discussion. From recent experience, Dr Indonesia get the conclusion 
that it is bettor to conduct AMT firstly and then followed by P.C. and 
finalised by pnTaring a programme or session on refinement of the 
individual entrepreneur goal setting for five years to come. 
4. Supporting services and assistance available fer entrenreneur in 
addition to those mentioned in page 5 is finsacial assistance through 
credit scheme, v:hich are called the K.I.K. (Small Investment-Credit), 
K.M.K.P. (Pernaneni: Working Capital Credit). 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. DP - EDP Programe 
1.1. To continuo EDP Programmes independently wnije seeking a way to 
conduct through integrated nrogrammes. 
1.2. Imorovinn the monitoring aspects as to find the way to link with 
financial assistance. 
1.3 Find a system and procedures for after-cave services and rescue 
programmes. 
. Proposll For TECINONET Joint Programmn 
2.1. Joint Achievement lotivntion practice training. 
2.2. Salosmanshin Trnininn. 
2.3 Master Trainer's Trninlion for /Va. 
2.4 Comparative Study Tour in POE Pronrammes. 
******************** 
ATTENDIX I VI 
LIST OF CERTIFIED A.T. TRAINER 
NO 
UNIDO/UNDP - DF 
NAME INSTITUTE 
1 Mr Nadirsjah Rasjad Ara DF' (Ministry of Industry) 
2. hr Zulashar IskandrLr Bahana (Indonesian Business Development 
Corperati) 
3. Mr Lobuinus Kusien Psy. (University Indonesia) 
4. Mr A Affandi Ismail (Natina1 Productive Center) 
5. Mr Maniur Simanjuntak . (National Productivo Center) 
6. Mr Lahar Sofyan 3AFINDO (Develorment Ban% of Indonesia) 
7. Mr Agussalim Rasyid KADIN (Indonesia C-lanbers of Commerce and 
Industry) 
8. Mr Frans Sudarmanto KADIN (Indonesia Chaers of Commerce and 
industry) 
9. Mr L H A Daulay BAPINDO (Development 3ank of Indonesia) 
10. Mr Kaboel DP (Diroctorate General of MIH) 
11. Mr M Nasution Dep. HANKAM (Ainistry of Defence) 
12. Mr Dj. F. Sara0_11 Dop HAATKM ( inistry of Defence) 
13. Mr Suwardja Dep. HANKAM (Ministry of Defence) 
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Country Paper for E.-)P Trainers' Mini-Workshop 
Prepared by Kwong jin Lee - Korea 
I.Cacl-_grpuild:Information (Local) 
Even during a period when the government assigns 
top pricty to the development of large-scale heavy 
industries, there is need to be concerned with the 
healtl-iy growth of small and medium-scale industries. 
Indeed, it is urgent for the nation to devise a system where- 
by the benefits of managerial, efficiency, technological 
progress, and increased capital can be made available to 
such enterprises. To thi.s end, the government last year 
(15.77) expanded the administrative and technical service 
capacities of three agencies: the Mini-try of Commerce 
and Industry, the Office of IndusLrial Development, and 
the Ministry of Science and Technology. 
This year (1978) the government will select approximately 
100 small-and-medium-scale industries in 8 different fields 
with good growth potentials as "model" enterprises and 
help them grow and compete successfully with large-sc:ale 
enterprises. To this end, the government also plans to 
revise che relevant laws and regulations that govern the 
relationship between large-and small-scale industries. 
The government also plans to complete an in-depth survey 
of some 1,000 small and medium-scale firms, and select 
140 of the firms surveyed for special technical aid firms. 
The Office of Industrial Development in cooperation with 
KOPSTIC and KIST will play a key role in these programs, 
ln iddition, the National .E4ederation of N.efilum Industry 
Cooperatives may be a vital linkage agency. 
II. Country Experiences in Entrepreneurship Development Programs 
1. Industrial rationalization have been carried out in 
a systematic manner to further consolidate the base 
for international competitiveness. Investment in the 
1ndustr?7,1 sectors that havr.. a relatively high competitive 
advantage have been :-;timulated and they have received 
additional 'e'x incentivos and financial support. 
Appendix VI I 
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The government also intends to gui.de individual industrial 
firms to maintain adequate and up-to-date facilities and production 
procedures. The Ifght and the small and medium indusiries in 
particular have been urged to replace their worn-out machinery 
and to improve their financial structure. The strengthening of the 
system under which investment projects are subject to a prior 
screening and the development of an industrial information gathering 
system are two major tasks to be implemented this year. 
Investment in the fields of machinery and electronics, which 
have a competitive advantage in the wo:ld market, wilï be encouraged. 
In order to foster the machinery industry, heavy emphasis will be 
given to the development of such key products as major electric 
appliances, oil pressure gauges and machine tools. The construction of integrated machinery plants will be expedited, and con.:entrated 
support will be given to the construction of small and medium-sized, 
specialized machinery plants. In the electronic machinery industry, parts and appliances for industrial use will be developed to improve 
production structure. 
2. To lay emphasis on cultivating the specialized small and medium sized 
industry the government has set criteria for selecting specific small 
and medium scale machinery industries. According to the criteria 
the number of 122 industries were designated from 1975 through 1977 
and more than 100 industries, will be nominated this year. The 
preference over the financial support, technical consultations and 
the occupation of the house in industrial complex .2.1,11 be prepared 
for the designated industries by the government. 
The objects of designations are as follows: 
Designated items among the specific machinery industries. 
Basic machinery industries; heat treatment, surface treatment 
and powder metallurgy. 
The fields of materials, precision machinery and metal goods. 
The elements of electronics. 




The National Federation of Medium Industry Cooperations 
has been providing, the indusifles facinT problems in 
management with the re.-Jular consulta.tions in various 
fields of '1.ndustry. 
Sone special consulting organizations are as follows: 
NFMIC - for the guidance of technical managerial 
prOblems 
KIST - for technical problems 
KOR ST IC - technical information 
KSA - for the standardization and quality 
control problems 
.IESC - for managerial problems 
TIC - for technical problems 
NPIVI IC National Federation of Medium Industry 
Cooperations 
KIST Korea Institute of Science and Technology 
KORSTIC Korea Scientific 6: Technological Information Center 
TIC - Time Instrument Center 
international Executive L;ervice Corporations 
KSA Korea Standard Association 
SOUT-CE: Tho Bank of Korea 
The 9tatus of suPportkom the other company (large scale 
)ndustries) are as follows: 
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(4) The accomplishment and plans of the s,iecial budget 




1170° 1971 1972 1973 1974 1075 1976 
Technical E Managerial 5.2 2.8 5.9 4.5 3.6 2.5 5.3 
Guidance 
Financial Support 6.1 3.2 7.4 4.9 2.0 3.2 7.0 
Paw Material Support 13.5 11.2 10.3 11.3 15.7 20.8 16.9 
Equipment Le nd t ng 2 . 0 O .1 - - - - 1.3 
Others 1.1 0.1 9.1 2.2 1.2 0.2 0.7 
Non-Support 79.3 75.9 67.3 73.6 77.5 73.3 68.8 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0100,0 100,0 





Policy funds 12.484 29.000 15.516 
Special low interest 
funds 
11.485 20.000 8.515 
General funds 121.878 176.000 54.122 
TOTAL 145.847 225.000 79.153 
TABLE 3 
Appropriatio'n for Technical Improvements 
page 
The investment in the technical development of the small and medium 
sized industries are as follows: (Table 3) 
The table indicates that the investment in an invitation of the 
foreign experts, a technical te-up and the employee training 
falls off but the investments in O & D and the acquisition of 
the technical informati.on are inc;reased. 
(5) Among the resultSxf the government's policy to cultivate the 
small and medium-scale industry, one of the most prominent 
accom.plishments is the development and the soundness of 
the new-ornmunity fattory. 
The , status of new village factory operations n IA the c:ffect 
of o!;t;:0-)11:;11rm:nt of .the factory are shown in th(..! futiowinj 0)1)les 
Unit: % 
1974 1975 1076 
Facilities for .esearch Test 10.6 4/.8 
Foreign Experts Invitation and 
Technical Tie-up 4.4 3 . 4 2 6 
Employee Training in Foreign 11.,6 16.,5 111 
Countries 
Compilation of Technical 
Information 9.4 ' 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(one million won) 708) (2.551) (3.707) 
trirle 6 
TABLE 4 
The Status of Nev., Villacie Factory Establishment 
and Operation 
Number of Completion Under Des ignated Under Under Construction 
Factories Total Operation Suspension 
517 80. 424 13 
(100) (l5.) (34.5) 02.0) (2.5) 
NOTE: (1) Thy results are up Lo ::-_)ocember 1077. 
(2) The numbers in 'parenthesis aro L mposition ratios. 
Source: The Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 
TABLE 5 
The Effect of the Establishment of 
New Village Factories 
Unit: One million ,..?on 
Number of Contribution to Export 
Employee the Income of Production (unit: 
Farmers 1009 US'$) 
Source: The Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
VI/ 
1773 17,030 1,454 9, T,,10 23,496 
1971 22,,:r30 4,335 23,7.03 56,963 
1075 33,.'i61 9,776 5..,,,287 87,132 
1076 49, :.1..1 20,006 I18, 739 192,057 
107i 
TOTAL 







III. SPECIFIC REC,CMMENDATIONS 
Korea Scientific and Technologival information 
Center are contributing to the development of small and 
medium-scale industry by providing the industries with 
the technical information. 
As shown in 11,7,ble industries in iorea have a 
tendency to set up their own laboratories or strengthen 
the activities of the laboratorios which wore already 
established, so the technica an.d the managerial Information 
would be urgently needed to meet the problems they face 
when they are operatino the laboratorios. 
Meanvrhile, the information distributed by the information 
dentar are too difficult: or too subdivided for small and medium- 
scale industries to unclerst.and. 
In order Le overcome this barrier, tt is neceSsary to set 
up a specialized information center interpreting the difficult 
informa.tion into an easily understood information. I vsrould 
like to recommend that the TECIINCi\TET AEIA take the initiative 
in proposing the establishment of .the information center with 
speQint funTtipzi. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN MALAYSIA 
A Country Paper by Md Tajudin b Md Alias, MARA Malaysia 
BACKGROUND INFORMAT'WN (LOCAL) 
1. National objectives and/or rationale for the development 
of indigenous entrepreneurs and industries. 
Industry and business activities are two significant parts 
in the economic development of a country. Participation in these 
fields indicate one of the major steps taken towards achieving the 
goals of the New Economic Policy of Malaysia - whose main objective 
among other things, is to restructure its society, so as to truly 
reflect the society of Malaysia. To assist in realising this 
objective, MARA through the Advisory Services and Enterprise 
Development Division launches a scheme known as the Entreprenouiial 
Development Programme (EDP). 
EDP, as a national policy, is a relatively new phenomenon 
in Malaysia, having commenced only during the Third Malaysia Plan 
when the needs of a growing and developing economy began to be felt 
more keenly. Prior to these years, the climate was hardly conducive 
to an aggressive promotion of entrepreneurial activity, and to a large 
extent, this may be traced to the country's historical experience 
during the colonial era. 
_ Historical Perspective 
The period under British rule, for instance, was characterized 
by a subsistence level economy which gave litate impetus to the 
establishment of industrial enterprises. The demographic position of 
the Bumiputra (indigenous people) is a striking illustration of the 
fact that, alom with a rapid increnso in the inligonoun people of 
South East Asia, these has buen in some casen on even moro rapid 
increase in other Asian elements of the population. The presemce 
of these elements has created the difficult economic and political 
problems of the 'plural seciety', problems which have been especially 
acute in Sbuth East Asia. Chinese and Indian immigrants were 
attracted to most South East Asian countries (and Malaysia was no 
exception) by the opportunities for material advancement. The 
indigenous peoples of Malaysia in general should little desire to 
compete for the prizes offered by this new world. They shared 
indirectly, in varying degrees, in the general increase of material 
prosperity, but they did so for the most part in their traditional 
role as subsistence agritulturists. They left direct participation 
in industry and commerce to immigrant Chinese and Indian, better 
equipped for success in a competitive money economy by their experience 
of the struggle in their own homelands. For this reason, the new 
economic forces and incentives introduced from the west resulted in 
a violent disturbance of the social and economic balance of Malaysia. 
They attracted new immigrants to the region, and at the same time 
they had the effect, broadly speaking, of creating a cleavage between 
the indigenous and the immigrant. 
The inability of the indigenous community to meet expectations 
is closely allied to a number of reasons the most significent of which 
is perhaps the Bumiputra's basic orientation towards an agricultural 
economy. As explained, the Bumiputra's historical experience gave him 
little opportunity to go beyond the idyllic, rural type of life that was 
essentially made for a subsistence - level economy and only by force of 
the 13th May incident *, was he impelled to adjust to the needs of a 
dynamic and modern government. 
2. Organisations involved in E.D.P. 
In Malaysia five organisations are involved in the creationof 
entrepreneurs. They are:- 
1) The Council of Trust of the Indisenous People - (MARA) 
2s, Ministry of Youth, Culture and Sports (KKBS) 
Smallholders Rubber Advisory Services Authority (RISDA) 
Ministry of Defence (MD) 
National Productivity Centre (NPC). 
Together these organisations have a set target of training 
17,500 Bumiputras in the period 1976 - 80. Efforts to achieve this 
aim are coordinated by the National Joint Committee of EDP. The 
National Joint Committee also operates at the state level. 
* A racial not resulting from the social and economic imbalance of 
a plural society. 
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Its objectives are as folloWs:- 
to train 17,500 Bumiputras who have the desire to 
be entrepreneurs. 
to create 2,187 Bumiputra entrepreneurs by 1980. 
to upgrade existing Bumiputra entrepreneurs. 
The brunt of these efforts are in the hands of MARA. 
The Ministry of Youth largely concentrates on the participation 
of youth in business. RISDA sponsors people who are traditionally 
employed in agriculture i.e. those who came from the rubber 
smallholders community. The MD cooperates by sending those veterans 
who are on leave prior to retirement to the EDP courses. The NPC, 
basically a training institutemoordanates training efforts. 
COUNTRY EXPERIENCES IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMMES 
. Promotion of Indigenous Entrepreneurs and Enterprises; 
As a result of the need to 'restructure society' Malaysia 
can be said to belong to the group of countries like Indonesia for 
example which has a fairly great desire to promote entrepreneurial 
activities. 
Promotion of entrepreneurship by the government especially 
in the Bumiputra sector, can be seen in government incentives such 
as training courses for potential entrepreneurs, credit loans, 
advisory services, industrial research etc. all through the various 
government bodies. 
The objective of trying to put the Bumiputra's into the 
commercial and manufacturing sectors of the community is presently 
far from satisfactory. Many reasons can be attributed to this. 
Many of these causes are linked to one another but the main reason 
is no doubt due to the fact that Malaysia do not have enough 
Bumiputra entrepreneurs either in quantity or quality. Up to this 
point.in time the government through its agencies lay emphasis on 
creating an Entrepreneurship Climate - the provision of credit 
faulties,places of business, opportunities etc. Facilities and 
policies alone cannot guarantee the creation of entrepreneurs. 
Before elaborating on the different aspects of the MARA 
programme it is important to describe the type of entreprenour 
which MARA is attempting to assist. In virtually all instances 
MARA deals with entrepreneurs who can be described as "small" in 
the real sense of the word. Such entrepreneurs have generally 
a technical skill, be it through traditional channelS (father-to- 
son) or through on-the-job training received as an employee in a 
factory. In some instances such training was received through 
a technical training institution. They will often have started 
some small venture within-their field of technical competance, 
operating from domestic and non-permanent premises. A certain 
number of entrepreneurs have been operating as traditional crafters, 
while still others were employed in foreman capacities and joined 
a collegue to start a small industry in partnership. 
It is this type of entrepreneur for whom MARA designed 
its programme of assistance. It is important to stress that 
virtually no local entrepreneurship of a more elevated level than 
that described above existed in Malaysia when MARA commenced 
Operations. The relatively large number of bigger industries 
operational in Malaysia were invariably in the hands of non 
Bumiputra interests. 
Some years ago extensive research was started in the field 
of small-scale industrial development. It was found that there was 
substential "Pool" of local skills in certain industrial activities 
which had to date remained dormant. It was also found that clear 
market opportunities existed for certain production lines which could 
be manufactured by these entrepreneurs, while locally available raw 
materials could be utilised in certain instances. As such MARA 
through the Advisory Services and Enterprise Development Division 
has a declared policy of trying:- 
To nt;nirJ with tho 01Jt71hl1tihmont of fully viTtblo 
enterprises owned and managed by Bumiputra entrepreneurs. 
To create new employment opportunities in both urban and 
rural areas. 
To assist with the establishment of enterprises using 
locally available skills and, where possible, locally 
available raw materials. 
To realise a more equitable distribution of income, in 
particular between the urban and rural areas. 
To increase the degree of direct participation by 
Bumiputra entrepreneurs in the industrial and commercial 
development of Malaysia. 
It was found that the only effective way of realizing 
these aims was to design a programme of assistance for the small 
entrepreneurs that would cover every area which had proven to 
retard their development. As such each element of assistance is 
an essential requirement, and the omission of any nne of these 
elements is likely to result in an unbalanced programme and 
distorted results. For example, the provision of financial 
assistance without management assistance would be a complete waste 
of effort and scarce funds, as would be machinery and equipment 
procurement without technical assistance to teach the use of such 
machinery and equipment. 
2. Identification and Selection of Entrepreneurs and Types of Projects 
Identification of Entrepreneurs 
It is envisaged that the 17,500 Bumiputras for our 
EDP's would come from the following categories of the 
community: 
Those skilled and semi skilled personnel 
now employed in the private sector 
Those who have acquired technical and 
commercial skills from vocational schools, 
polytechnics, etc. 






Total to be trained 17,500 
Those 'first timers' who are desirous to 
start their own businesses. 
Those existing small businessman who could 
be upgraded or those who desire to expand 
their businesses. 
It would be noted that the training of entrepreneurs 
is almost entirely by the government. There is little 
participation by the private sector in this field. 
Seclection of Entrepreneurs 
As mentioned earlier the number of potential 
Bumiputras to be trained numbers 17,500. Because of 
this very large number Malaysia has not been utilising 
or developing any psychological instrumont to select 
entrepreneurs except for a simple interview based on 
the known personal traits of entrepreneurship. 
The year 1978 saw a change in this. MARA has 
begun using non-verbal tests which are expected to 
yield cues or information based on past or present 
behaviour from which dependable predictions can be made 
as tc know how the entrepreneur will react in the future. 
Through research and experimentation carried 
out MARA hopes to design several approaches to help 
select entrepreneurs in the near future. 
They include 
* the use of research into the values 
and attitudes of the indigenous work 
force, in order to build an accurate 
profile of what constitutes entrepreneur 
qualities and characteristics. 
This is because the present profile used is 
certainly not'Malaysiau'. 
* the use of Assessment Centre Technique 
to help identify if these qualities and 
characteristics are in the people being 
considered for entrepreneurship projects. 
0) Types of Projects 
Numerous assistance programmes are being planned 
and implemented. MARA will help the new entrepreneur in 
virtually any business venture with the exception of 
farming as it is well catered for by other agencies. We 
do however help agro-based industries as well as trading 
in farm produce. 
Experience however indicate that the assistance 
often required from MARA are from those types of projects 
indicated in Appendix 'A'. 
3. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT; COURSE COMPONENTS AND TIME TABLE 
Training and Development 
Creating entrepreneurs has become an integral part 
of the programme for small enterprise development in 
Malaysia. These programmes are based on different conceptual 
understanding of the entrepreneur. Briefly these positions 
can be stated as follows:- 
Entrepreneurship is a matter of nature, nurture and 
culture. That is to say, there may be some inherent 
qualities of entrepreneurship in individuals, but many 
others can be developed through appropriate changes in 
the environment - an entrepreneurial culture can be 
developed to nurture entrepreneurship. 
An entrepreneur is built around a man. Thi5 woula mean 
that with proper selection techniques and procedure 
candidates can be selected and given appropriate doses 
of training inputs to develop them. 
Entrepreneurship development programme should have 
clearly defined limited objectives to impart training 
on questions such as (a) what do entrepreneurs do and 
(b) how do they do it. 
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The Malaysian EDP contain many of the above observations. 
The underlying thinking and philosophy which governs the structure 
content and design of such programmes is based on several researches 
on the characteristics of entrepreneurs and in relation to the 
training programmes can be stated as follows. For an individual 
to make a success of himself in an industrial or business venture, 
he requires: 
a fairly high degree of entrepreneurial ability: 
an awareness of profitable opportunities in 
business or industry: 
information about facilities, incentives, assistance 
and concessions available from governmental and non- 
governmental agencies for establishing his venture: 
reasonably good knowledge of or familiarity with 
management tools and techniques and 
supporting facilities and services from agencies 
responsible for promotion of small business or 
industry. It will be appreciated that the starting 
point in his path towards an industrial or business 
career is, of course, the basic entrepreneurial 
inclination and competence. 
The Malaysian E.D.P. is conducted in three phases 
as follows:- 
(i) E.D.P. I 
Phase I of the EDP course would motivate 
prospective entrepreneurs to begin their own 
businesses and impart specific business knowledge 
needed by small businesses of all types including:- 
The concept of risk-taking 
Specific information about business opportunities 
Information about the market and marketing 
Information about records and record-keeping 
Experience in developing a project paper 
Information regarding financing a new business 
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STUDENT PROFILE, Phase I Training 
The 'students in EDP I courses have varying 
backgrounds of education, training and experience. 
It is not expected that many will have business 
training or experience, so EDP I training is on the 
very basic level. Students come from the following 
groups - 
Mature students with some skill or adminis- 
trative training. This group includes those 
some from the military and government services. 
Employed, technically trained individuals. 
These students may be trained in automobile 
mechanics, radio, TV repairing, tailoring, 
or other skills. Their education level is 
below university entrance level. 
Unemployed, technically trained individuals. 
These students have the same training as (2) 
above, but have not any practical experience 
in their skill. 
Unemployed, unskilled individuals. These 
students have not been trained for a skill 
and have no useful job experience. They are 
expected to represent a small percentage of 
the participants in EDP I. 
If current trends continue, it is expected that 
mist EDP I participants will come from groups (1) and 
(3). Students who have the qualities needed to own and 
operate a business are encouraged during EDP I to develop 
plans for their business. 
COURSE OUTLINE 
DAY SES. SUBJECT 
MONDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 
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Introduction, self Analysis, Motivation 
Goal-Setting and Risk Taking 
TUESDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 3. Business Game - risk and reward 
4. .Finding a Business Opportunity 
4r Selecting a Business (PROBLEM) 
EVE. (8 - 10) 4p Problem (Continued) Success Story No. 1 
WENESDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 5. The World of Business (The Environment) 
6. Who are the Customers? 
6p Your Customers and Business Environment (PROBLEM) 
THURSDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 7. Selecting a Good Location 
Products and Services of the Firm 
Pricing the Product or Service 
9P Determining Place, Product and Price (PROBLEM) 
FRIDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 10. Promotion and Display Success Story No. 2 
U. Selling Techniques; Sales Demonstration 
11P A Sales and Promotion Plan (PROBLEM) 
SATURDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 12. Need for Good Record-Keeping in Business 
13. ' Introduction to Record-Keeping; Inventory 
13P Record-Keeping Problem 
MONDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 14. Keeping Simple Business Records 
14P Workbook Success Story No. 3 
PP1 Introduction to Project Paper-Planning 
TUESDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 15. Statements: Profit and Loss, Balance Sheet 
15P Workbook 
PP2 Project Paper - field study 
EVE. (8 - 10) 16. Financing the New Business 
WEDNESDAY 
(8.30 - 5.30) 17P Keeping Company Records (WORKBOOK) 
PP3 Project Paper - field study 
EVE. (8 - 10) 19. Critique and evaluation, goal setting 
SATURDAY 
(9.00 - 11.00) 20. Course Closing and award of Certificate 
of Attendance. 
E.D.P. II 
It is the purpose of the course EDP II to provide 
essential business training to Bumiputra entrepreneurs who have 
completed the EDP I course and who have experience as an owner- 
entrepreneur. Applicants are screened carefully as only a limited 
number can be accommodated in the course. Enrollment is by 
invitation only. 
The course EDP II prepares a participant to manage a 
business that is viable and profitable, giving special training 
to overcome weaknesses that the participant can identify. The 
course begins with an analysis of the needs of participants and 
the subject-matter covered in the courses will reflect the 
individual needs of participants. EDP II is a "how-to-do-it" 
course, giving each participant information and ideas which can 
be put to work immediately. 
Admission Requirements: There are three requirements for admission 
to the EDP II course: (1) completion of EDP I course, (2) ownership 
and operation of a business enterprise; and (3) the nomination by 
MARA to the course. Classes are limited in size and only well- 
qualified applicants will be nomited to attend. 
Course Schedule and Venue: EDP II is a 60-hour course consisting of 
a 12-hour seminar and 48-hours of specialized training. The 
schedule for the standard (residential) course is: 
THURSDAY 
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(8.30 - 5.30) 18. Budgeting and Cash Planning 
18p Problem in Budgeting 
FRIDAY 
rp4i, Project Paper - preparation 
(8.30 - 5.30) PP5 Project Paper - presentation 
12-Hour Seminar 48-Hour Specialized Training 
SATURDAY - 8:00 to 6:00 (9 hours) MONDAY - FRIDAY - 8:00 - 6:00(45 hrs.) 
SUNDAY - 9:00 to 12:00 (3 hours) SATURDAY(Closing) 9:00 - 12.00( 3 " ) 
Total time for course: 8 days. 
COURSE CONTENT: 
Depending on the needs of the participants as determined in the 
12-hour seminar, 48-hours of instruction (Four Courses) will be selected 




The course EDP III is designed to provide small business 
owners with skills beyong EDP II. The course is planned for 
individuals who have completed EDP II and have a year or more of 
business experience. The course would provide assistance in planning 
expension, in solving current problems, and improving management 
skills. 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
This course is designed for the business owner who wants his 
firm to grow-and be more profitable. Competitive marketing strategies 
are developed to include pricing of goods or services, product or 
merchandise line planning, and planning effective advertising and 
promotion. The course is practical and participants will develop 
specific plans for their own business firms. Participants will be 
expected to develop the marketing concept for their firms and to use 
marketing to increase sales and profits. 
from the following subjects, No other subjects are planned at this time. 
SUBJECTS* HOURS DESCRIPTION 
Accounting and Finance (A) 12 Development of an accounting system 
Accounting and Finance (B) 12 Using accounting information for 
control. 
Advertising and Display (C) 12 Developing good promotion plans 
Salesmanship (D) 12 Improving sales technique 
Retail Store Operation (E) 12 Study of Problems of retail store 
Project Planning (F) 12 Preparing a plan and submit to 
financier. 
Purchasing and Stock Control(G) 12 Selecting goods, sources, quantities. 
Credit Practices and 
Policies (N) 12 Plans to reduce credit losses. 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 
Applicants should have completed at least one year as 
owner/manager of a business. rreference will be given to applicants 
who have completed EDP I and EDP II. 
SCHEDULES: (30 hours 6.f instruction for EDP III) 
Standard Residential 
FRIDAY 8 hours (8 AM - 12; 1.30 - 5.30) 
SATURDAY 8 hours 
SUNDAY 6 hours (10 AM - 12; 1.30 - 5.30) 
MONDAY 8 hours 
SUPPORT SYSTEM 
In Malaysia, the early emphasis of support system was 
on initiating discriminatory policies and developing a financial 
institution. 
The latter was based on the view that money constitues 
the main bottleneck in the process of development. As a result 
of this the Rural and Industrial Development Authority was formed 
which was subsequently re-named MARA. Over time it began to be 
realised that the process of development required a more comprehensive 
approach to the support system. Presently, therefore the MARA 
concept of support system has become broad-based and includes the 
following activities: 
Developments of the infrastructure - industrial work sheds, 
power etc. 
Financial support - fixed capital and working capital in 
terMs of the category of entrepreneur. 
Supply of critical raw materials and machinery on hire- 
purchase. 
EDP for small industry business, trade or service organisation. 
Counselling services during and after the training for 
entrepreneruship development. 
Techno-economic support. 
Management and technical training. 
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SUPPORTING SEWICES AND ASSIqPANCE, MARKETING, TECHNICAL 
FINANCIAL, OTHERS, TECHNOLOG't TRANSFER. 
Supporting Services Offered To Entreprenerus Include the 
following:- 
Common Facility Centre 
The purpose of such a centre is to make available to the 
entrepreneurs machinery which the entrepreneur requires in order 
to improve the productivity of his industry, or the quality of his 
productsbUt the cost of which is too high or the projected daily 
use by the entrepreneur too low to make it economically worthwhile 
for the entrepreneur to acquire such machinery on his own account. 
It is, on the other hand, inperative that the entrepreneurs have 
access to such cost saving and quality control equipment if they are 
to compete successfully with the large-scale producers. 
Marketing Assistance 
One additional terms of reference of MARA is to train 
the entrepreneurs to improve their marketing techniques. This type 
of assistance is eagerly sought by most entrepreneurs, probably 
because the input of their marketing effort seems to directly 
influence the size of their bank balance. 
MARA's marketing effort.does not however, stop there. 
is 
The Marketing Officer/expected to liase with Government departments, 
larger industries, and wholesale and retail outlets in order to 
ascertain their requirements for items which could be manufactured 
by MARA - assisted entrepreneurs., while he also looks out.for 
export possibilities. He also assists the entrepreneurs with the 
organisation of displays at trade fairs and exhibitions, as well as 
with the preparation of salesliterature, catalo ues, trade marks, 
ndvertising, labe1r3 etc. 
Machinery and Equipment l'rocurement 
Without doubt the average Bumiputra entrepreneur's major 
constraint is limited financial resources. The problem confronting 
the small entrepreneur is only too well known; limited security 
pi-events him from raising the necessary finance required for capital 
purchases considered essential for efficient production and hence a 
competetive final product. As a result the entrepreneur operates 
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with few or outdated machinm too little working capital, and 
without normal credit terms from suppliers. This state of 
affairs by definition prevents the entrepreneur from operating 
an efficient and profitable establishment. In order to help the 
entrepreneur overaome these problems MARA provides access to certain 
types of financial .assistance. 
Firstly, a so-called machinery and equipment lease-purchase 
scheme has been established. Under this scheme the entrepreneur 
can apply for certain equipment and/or machinery which he considers 
essential to the efficient operation of his industry, but the capital 
cost of which cannot initially be met by the business. His 
application is invariably accompanied by an evaluation of the need 
for and the suitability of the machinery or equipment requested. 
Once the application is approved the machine is purchased in the 
name of MARA is 'rented to the entrepreneur. As soon as the total 
of the rentals plus interest equals the original purchase price of 
the machine the entrepreneur will have the opportunity to purchase 
it for a nominal sum. 
Throughout the rental period the machine remains the legal 
property of MARA. Upon default in rental payment the machine can 
therefore be withdrawn immediately from the entrepreneur. The 
security of the financial assistance lies in the machine itself. The 
element of risk attached to this type of financial assistance is 
reduced further because the applicant will invariable purchase an 
linmovable, machinery. 
Purchase of Raw Materials 
The second type of financial assistance available to MARA 
assisted entrepreneurs is procurement of raw materials. 
There is no doubt that the average small entrepreneur has 
serious problems in obtaining raw materials in bulk and at reasonable 
prices and credit terms. He is unlikely to have achieved sufficient 
status in the eyes of his suppliers to be extended credit, nor does 
he have the cash to buy in quantity and therefore at reduced prices. 
The entrepreneur is forced to buy on a hand to mouth basis, which 
invariably means at retail proces, as and when he needs some 
materials for a day's production. High raw material prices will 
obviously affect the competetiveness of his final product negatively. 
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Under this Scheme purchases of raw materials in bulk 
are bought at the most competetive price and terms possible 
stores such materials and re-sells in smaller quantities to the 
entrepreneurs. A góod example of a bulk buying scheme is the one 
catering for the batik industry where MARA supplies the white 
cloth, chemicals and waxes. 
Loans for Working Capital 
The third and final type of financial assistance provided 
by MARA is loans for working capital. Such loans are kept to a 
minimum, however, as the entrepreneur himself is expected to be able 
to provide most of the cash required to cover his day-to-day expenses, 
in particular when the other forms of financial assistance have been 
made available to him. 
Technical and Management Training 
The aim of the technical training is to upgrade the 
entrepreneur's technical ability, thus enabling him to manufacture 
a better, cheaper or different product than he was able to manufacture 
before. The A.S.E.D. of MARA is not a training institution as such. 
It will assist the entrepreneur to improve his technical ability, 
not to get him a certificate or diploma. This training is carried 
out to the largest degree possible in the entrepreneur's own work- 
shop, Using his own tools. The eMphasis is on convincing the 
entrepreneur that new ideas and techniques are valuable, rather 
than impose the expert's will on the entrepreneur. Undertaking 
practical in-workshop demonstration sessions, in which the expert 
works physically together with the entrepreneur, do not only yield 
the best results, but also ensures that a relationship of confidence 
and common destiny is built up between the expert and the trainee. 
Needless to say that technical training must be directly relevant 
to each entrepreneur's specific business activities and problems. 
Theoretical class-room type technical training is kept to the very 
minimum, although some facilities for such training are available. 
Any theoretical technical training undertaken is in the form of 
three or four hour courses, each course dealing with one particular 
technical matter. This is at once followed up with in-workShop 
implementation of the theory taught. 
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Of even greater importance than technical training is the A.S.E.D. 
management training programme. Virtually no small entrepreneur has 
a command over even the most rudimentary management functions. 
Indeed, most entrepreneurs consider such matters as bookkeeping, 
pricing, ana business-correspondence unnecessary and irrelevant 
aspects of their businesses. At the same time, however, there is 
no doubt that their minimal menagement know-how is the cause of 
most of the entrepreneurs' financial problems or even bankrupties. 
It is obvious that no entrepreneur can progress unless he is able 
to calculate the cost and price of his product, keep the most 
elementary accounting system, is acquanted with the moEA important 
taxation and labour laws of his country, and can use a bankbook and 
re.aa a bank-statement. 
1.2 New Entrepreneurs 
New Entrepreneurs Scheme 
The aim of this scheme is to create and establish new 
.entrepreneurs from amongst Bumiputras who have shown entrepreneurial 
interest, skills in technology and management to enter the fields 
of commerce and industry on a full time basis or as a permanent 
means of income. Priorities are given to the manufacturing sector, 
agro or wood-based and other light manufacturing industries and the 
ancillary service industries which are in technical form. 
In short the role played by MARA under this programme is 
as follows:- 
To identify future entrepreneurs, from amongst Bumiputras 
who are qualified and have potential and interest in 
participating in industry as mentioned above; 
To carry out runearch to determine the fieldL; or typeri of 
projects that can be carried out by those selected as a 
viable industry. 
To assist the selected entrepreneurs with facilities such 
as feasibility studies, planning and project preparation. 
To provide overall assistance which includes advisory .services, 
training, technical assistance and working capital (soft loan) 
to implement the projects. 
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The rationale for offering this scheme to new entrepreneurs 
rests on the belief that motivation alone cannot create entrepreneurs. 
Training hqs to be supplemented by a' package deal' for 
otherwise our first -kimers in business would tend to postpone their 
proposed business ventures and thus may never start their new 
establishments. 
5. ZVALUATION RESULTS OF EDP4 
The implementation of the Malaysian EDP began in June 1976. 
Progress the scheme carried out so far are attached as Appendix B. 
The average percentage of new entrepreneurs created over 
the period 1976 - 7 is 13.75% which is far from satisfactory. Out 
aim is to achieve a target of 2187 in physical numbers. 
A review of our programme so far indicates some interesting 
things. We have some 3097 ex-trainees to look after during the 
period under review. It is felt that with a more through and 
systematic follow up and a more dynamic back up services we would 
be able to achieve greater success. We also believe that given a 
longer period of time than the present average of six months lead 
time to start a business we would achieve a higher percentage of 
creation. 
For those already in business the general tendency is for 
these entrepreneurs to: 
increase their sales 
increase their profit margin 
have a better management system 
increase workers 
have a more positive attitude towards their businesses. 
III. SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 
MARA'S Action in EDP 
Admittedly the activities and achievements of MARA has 
received some commendation and while it is difficUlt to qualify 
the results a distinction should be made in so far as MARA's 
action is needed so as to achieve a higher percentage of returns. 
PROBLEM 
1. In appropriate 
participants 
- 2. Not enough 
trainers and 
extension officers 
to do the follow 
up. 
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It seems to the writer that there are specifically 
two areas for MARA's immediate action i.e. in the training 
prograMme and its support systems. 
Briefly the'y are summarised as follows:- 
TRAINING 
ACTION NEEDED 
a more aggressive 
promotional campaign 
aimed at other sectors 
of the _community. 
a more effective 
selection system needed 
employ more staff 
3. Business - carry out studies 





so as to save 
valuable time and 
money.' 
so that the 
training programme 
will not be hinaemd 
and a more systema- 
tic follow-up 
service could be 
carried out. 
to create a 
motivating 
stimulus. 
Of the three, there need to be much improvement in the 
selection of participants which is at present feared beinc; done 
in discriminately ana without much thought.. Often participants 
from difforent levels are lumed together and thrown in a course. 
The attendent benefits are believed to be negatived due to the 
inability of communicating or exchange of ideas over common 
problems. 
Support Systems 
The working of the support system and their style is 
a very crucial element in the eventual success of the trainee 
or the entrepreneur seeking advice. It is not unlikely that 
Divisions in MARA deVelop a beaurocratic stance which is 
at timea inflexible and incapable of taking-quick decisions. 
It is thus felt that the personnel of these Division should 
.also be exposed to entrepreneurial development so that their 
management and day to day working partake of an entrepreneurial 
view of problems, and their solutions. 
2. For Collarboration Among Pos 
In order to intensify entrepreneul development activities 
in the region it is proposed that an Association of Technonet 
Trainers of EDP be formed. 
This Association will focus on two very important 
objectives. The first being to improve trainer services in each 
P.O. and to encourage and facilitate a cooperative and coordinated 
approach in EDP work between the countries. This will be done 
by stimulating the exchange of ideas, problems and practices of 
mutual concern so that each will benefit from the experiences of 
the Others. The second objective is to develop an 'expert de 
corps' among EDP trainers and possibly foster greater recognition 
of their work and profession through the formation of an Asian 
Association. 
After the Association has been functioning for say three 
years it is hoped that Technonet will be in a position to start an 
Entrepreneul Development Centre whose aims would bu to gather and 
compile data, publication, and dissemination of information 
research findings, studies, etc on E.D.P. activities. The 
production of such materials will enlarge thu experience and talents 
of PO's. Theae materials will then be incorporated in training 
programmes and be made aVailable to trainers/practioners of EDP. 
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Conclusion: 
The subject of EDP has now assumed considerable 
importance in the p4orities of P.O.'s who now recognize 
that it has fundamental importance in any progress towards 
a more equitable distribution of income and national 
developmont. MLRA regards this workshop as a timely 
occassion in the search for pragmatic solutions in EDr's. 
Developing entrepreneurs involves several areas of 
social and economic life of a community. Thus EDP's must 
necessarily be geared for development of entrepreneurs from 
one stage to another. While the ML effort has to a certain 
extent increased entrepreneurs there is still much to be desired. 
Entrepreneurship is a relatively new area of study and much is 
yet to be learned. It is only through experimentation and 
continuousefforts towards improvement, and cooperation among 




ASSISTANCE REQUIRED BY ED', PARTICIPANTS 
1976 1977 
Services 
TYPES OF PROJECT 
Petrol Station I 
Mechanic/TV & Radio Workshop 5 9 
. 3. Restaurants 14 23 
Sundry (retail) business 20 31 
Stationery/Books 8 1 
Travel & Insurance 2 - 
Chinaware/Crockery - 1 
Beauty parlours 1 
Building Contractors 3 4 
Housing Development 4 
U. Fishmonger's - 1 
Commercial Schools 1 1 
Petty Trading - 10 
Others 2 3 
Manufacturing and Processinft 
Tailoring 2? 12 
Photography 4 1 
Furniture making 3 2 
Bamboo Handicraft - 2 
Rice Milling 2 
Meat Floss - 2 
Curry Spices - 16 
Tobacco - 1 
Prawn Crackers - 2 
Others 
Rubber Trading 2 
Animal Skins & Hides 1 
Rice Trading 1 
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1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977 
Perlis 1 5 20 117 11 34 9 83 4 18 
Kedah 2 11 51 304 22 123 29 181 10 20 
Pulau Pinang 1 7 27 184 12 78 15 105 5 9 
Perak 1 12 26 291 13 115 13 176 5 10 
Selangor 5 11 122 263 18 87 104 176 - - 
W. Persekutuan 9 12 223 308 39 116 184 192 37 26 
N. Sembilan 1 7 29 155 17 62 12 93 4 10 
Melaka 1 8 23 203 9 74 14 129 8 
Johor 3 11 66 289 . 25 126 41 163 14 13 
Pahang 1 9 22 229 14 99 8 130 1 1 
Trengganu 1 10 29 240 9 93 20 147 6 13 
Kelantan 1 11 23 284 17 122 6 162 5 11 
Sabah 4 - 112 - 32 - 80 - 1 
Sarawak - 2 - 57 - 12 - 1+..5 _. - 
TOTA L 27 120 661 3036 206 1174 455 1862 91 140 
a) Services 
c) Others 










Others 2 36 
TOTAL 91 
Note 1976 VIII 
Percentage of Entvepreneurs Created 91 100% 
20% 
Types of Business started 
Construction 3 
Private Schools 1 








Percentage of Entrepreneurs created . 140 x l00% 
TITT 
7.5% 
Types of Business started 
a) Services i) TV & Radio Repair 2 
ii) Workshop 7 
iii) Restaurants 23 
iv) Sundry 31 
v) Stationery 1 
vi) Crockery 1 
vii) Beauty Parlour 1 
viii) General Contractors 4 
ix) Housing 4 
x) Fish Mongors 1 75 
b) Manufacturing i) Tailoring 12 
ii) Bamboo Handicraft 2 
iii) Photography 1 
iv) Furniture making 2 
v) Rice Mili 2 
vi) Meat Floss 2 
vii) Curry Spices 16 
viii) 
ix) 
Process of Tobacco 
Manufacturing of Prawn 
1 
Crakers 2 4o 
c) Others i) Purchase of Rubber Sheets 2 
ii) Purchase of Animal Hides 1 
iii) Rice Purchasing 1 
iv) Purchase of Coffee Beans 1 
v) Poultry Farming 2 
vi) Private Schools 1 
vii) Agricultural Nursery 1 
viii) Services 13 
ix) Others 3 25 
TOTAL 
Ministry of Culture, Youth 
and Sports, Malaysia 
EDP Trainers Mini-Workshop 
Manila, 1 - 6 June 1978 
"YOUTH IN BUSINESS PROGRAME 
IN MALAYSIA" 
CONCEPT 
Industry and business activities are two significant ingredients in the 
economic development of a country. The participation of a youth in these 
fields indicates one of the major steps taken towards achieving the goals 
of the New Economic Policy of Malaysia - whose main objective among other 
things, is to restructure its society, so as to truly reflect the society 
of Malaysia. To assist in realising this objective, the Ministry of 
Culture, Youth and Sports launched a programme known as the "Youth in 
Business Programme" or RBB in short. 
The ultimate aim of RBB is to increase the number of youth involved in 
business activities, particularly in their own environment and in new towns 
created by developing territories under the National Development Programme. 
The time is, therefore, ripe for our youth to consider business activities 
as a source of income, relying greatly on their already acquired skill and 
their agro-based products that could be put out for sale. The implementa- 
tion of this programme (RBB) will definitely involve the youth movement 
directly and will act as a catalyst to ensure the success of RBB projects. 
In this way, it will attract more youth who have had no business movement 
and will also project its image as an organization that promotes business 
activities, through which the youth are able to satisfy their desire to 
improve their standard of living. 
Likewise, RBB hopes to churn out more productive entrepreneurs who have had 
the required knowledge and experience in business and who have overcome 
all sorts of obstacles in their younger days. This sort of ability and 
experience will assist them in venturing positively into big concerns in 
future. RBB will inevitably become the means of communication between 
youth who are interested in business activities and the various government 
agencies which are responsible for the provision of business facilities to 
the people at large. RBB will also ensure that all these facilities 
provided by the Government through its agencies will be made known and 
within reach of all youth who have potentials in business ventures. 
The success of RBB greatly depends upon the Officers of the Ministry of 
Culture, Youth and Sports at all levels and Government agencies such as 
MARA, UDA, PERNAS, State Economic Development Corporation, National 
Productivity Centre and the like. All these Government agencies have been 
founded in order to implement the New Economic Policy of this country. 
OBJECTIVES 
AppendixIX 
RBB hopes to achieve the following objectives:- 
To encourage youth in business; 
To prepare youth for business; 
To guide youth in exploiting their technical know-how in business; 
(dY To create entrepreneurs among youth. 
3. PARTICIPANTS 
Participants are selected from the following categories of youth:- 
(a) Youth that have acquired skill training under the Ministry's 
Training Programmes: 
Youth Training Centre Dusun Tua; 
Youth Training Centre Peretak; 
On the Job-Training Programme; 
(iv) Other programmes that will be introduced from time to time. 
(b) Members of youth organisations that run youth farm projects; 
(c) Other members of youth organisations in general. 
4. TYPES OF BUSINESS ACTIVITIES 
RBB covers all sorts and types of business and industry. For youth in 
paragraph 3(a) above, emphasis is on the skills they are trained in, while 
others, will depend upon the existing opportunities available. 
S. IMPLEMENTATION 
RBB could be implemented through (a) Encouragement; (b) Preparation 
and (c) Guidance. 
A. Encouragement - Youth are encouraged to indulge in business and 
industry through the following arrangements: 
-(i) Through all opportunities that they can get; 
Through all existing facilities that they can get; 
Ihrough examples from successful businessmen. 
For this purpose, encouragement can be given through: 
Seminar; 
Lectures; 
Individual explanation; and 
Publication. 
B. Preparation - Youth that have been given encouragement and have the 
desire to start any particular business can be prepared through the 
following training: 
(i) Skill - Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports will provide 
training in certain vocational skills or industry by: 
Recruiting youth for skill training through the Training 
Centres or through on-the-job Training Programmes; 
Preparing short courses from time to time for certain 
skills; 
Where skill training cannot be acquired by (a) or (b) 
above, arrangement is made for the Youth to have skill 
training through the varieus Government and non-government 
agencies. 
(ii) Attitude and Interest - The curriculum of the Training Centres 
is such that it will change the Youth's attitude and arouse 
interest while others will be trained by courses that are 
conducted from time to time. 
Business Management - For youth who are in the Trainilv Centres, 
training in business management has become a part of its 
curriculum while others will be trained through basic courses 
in business that are conducted from time to time at State and 
District levels. 
Practical Training - Not all youth are able to run a business 
after they have completed their skill training, particularly 
in the technical service. They are, therefore, required to 
equip themselves with the necessary technical training. For 
this purpose, all youth will be placed in workshops or shops 
that provide on-the-job Training. 
Capital - Initial capital is acquired from the following sources: 
Self - Every member who is interested in running a business 
must make his own contribution - at least a part of the 
total capital required. 
Contribution from Association - Youth associations will be 
able to assist its members by providing monetary assist- 
ance initially. 
Loan - The Ministry through its Youth Guidance and State/ 
District Departments of Culture, Youth. and Sports will 
extend its services to youth in trying to secure their 
initial capital from financial institutions, including the 
preparation of their working papers. 
Ministry's Subsidies - The Ministry will also give subsidies 
to youth in the form of: 
Financial assistance through youth associations; 
Subsistence Allowance for those under the on-the- 
job Traininp Programme; 
Grants for renting premises 
Premises and Other Requirements - The Ministry, through its Youth 
Guidance Bureau and State/District Departments of Culture, Youth and 
Sports will look for premises, business (licence), permits and the 
like in its effort to promote Youth in Business. 
The business premises can be arranged through the co-operation of UDA, 
MARA, 'local Government and the State Government Authorities. 
Besides that, premises can also be rented from individual owners ot 
private concerns. 
The Ministry will assist youth in paying the rent for stipulated 
periods until they are able to stand on their own feet. 
Guidance - To ensure the success of the youth in business projects, 
he will be given guidance and supervision as follows:- 
Advisory Service and Supervision: !Jill be given through 
Guidance Bureau Officer who is specially recruited for this 
purpose and through other officers from the State/District 
Departments of Culture, Youth and Sports. 
Advanced courses for Business Management, Salesmanship 
Accounting and Others: The State Department of Culture, 
To ensure that the imprementation of the said programme has its impact, 
the following stops need to be taken:- 
A. Research on Opportunities in Business 
This section will look into:- 
(i). Opportunities in existing business and industry that would 
appear in certain areas; 
Technical information with regards to certain busineSs/industry 
association with (i); 
Facilities for premises, workers, transportation and others 
associated with (i). 
B. Documentation and Records 
X 
Youth and Sports will co-operate closely with MARA, PDPN, 
PERNAS EDAP to provide advanced courses&at are needed by the 
participants of RBB from time to time. 
(iii) The occasional Publication of Books and Magazines. 
6. SUPPORTING SERVICE 
The Youth Guidance Bureau and the State Department of Culture, Youth 
and Sports concerned, will record all the projects under RBB. This 
record will be in the fort of documentation to provide information on:- 
The number of youth involved in Business Projects; 
Date of implementation of projects; 
Initial capital; 



















Bricks and Cement Products 
Agro-based Products 
S. Carpentry 
6. Plastic Products 






PROCEDURES REGARDING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE BY THE 
HINISTRY OF CULTURE, YOUTH AND SPORTS FOR YOUTH IN BUSINESS PROJECTS 
Principles of Financial Assistance by the Ministry of Culture, Youth 
and Sports: 
1.1 Financial assistance will be given as a supplementary (additional) 
to the total capital obtained from various resources and loans or 
where loans cannot be obtained, as an assistance to the present 
total capital available. 
1.2 Financial assistance is to supplement the existing capital required 
to enable the proposed business project, and to help it to run. 
smoothly and efficiently. 
Viability Projects: 
2.1 Financial assistance will be given to viable projects only. 
IX 
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Among the factors which specifies the viability of a project are- 
SeriousneSs of a youth in operating the proposed business 
project and his will to make the Project a succef-,s; 
The structure of the management organization of the Project; 
Ability, knowledge or experience of the youth or youths 
concerned i4 business management; 
The suitability of the proposed business to the locality where 
the project is to be carried out. 
2.2 To justify the viability of a project and to ensure that the project 
will run smoothly and efficiently, a Project Study has to be made by 
preparing a Project Paper. Format Appendix "C" can be used as a guide 
to make the Project Study and prepare tie Project Paper. 
3. Structure of the Management Organization: 
3.1 Youth Business Projects will be set-up in one of the following 





3.2 In considering the financial assistance, priority will be given to 
the youths who operate their business full-time and as their source 
of living. 
4. Financial Assistance Channelled Through Youth Organization: 
4,1 For a certain business project, financial assistance will be given 
to the youth organization or association where the youth concerned 
is a member. The youth organization or association which has been 
granted with the financial assistance will, in turn, loan the sum 
in full to the youth who undertakes the business project. 
This loan will have to be paid back in instalments following simple 
conditions. The aim of this procedure is as follows:- 
(a) To get the youth organization or association involved in the 
implementation of Youth in Business Programme; 
.(b) To develop and expand the activities of youth movements 
within the country; 
To enable youth organizations and associations to be independent 
and survive on their own in this field; 
To strengthen the sense of responsibility of the youth who 
receives the financial assistance and the will to succeed in 
business. 
4.2 In line with Procedure 3.1 above, financial assistance for a proposed 
business Project will be given to youth associations according to 
the order of preference:- 
(a) Objectives which are listed in Procedure 4.1; . 
APPENDIX "C" 
FORMAT FOR PROJECT REPORT (QUESTIONNAIRE) 
A. INTRODUCTION: 
/X 
The ability of the youth orranization to play an effective rolo 
in implementing the Youth in Business Programme especially in 
encouring their Members to start up business, guidance and 
supervision; 
The assurance ofihe recovery of the loan according to the 
agreem6nt made between the associationand the youth; 
The assurance that the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports 
officials at the State and District level would play a signi- 
ficant and effective role in the management of the financial 
assistance. 
4.3 Every youth organization or association in accepting the financial 
assistance for the proposed business projects will have to set up 
a Committee which will be responsible for the control and management 
of the aid in accordance with the Procedures. Membership of this 
Committee is restricted to only 5 people including a representative 
from the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports. 
5.5 The Committee mentioned in Procedure 4.4 (for youth organization at 
the State level), the representative from the Ministry of Culture, 
Youth and Sports should be the State Officer of the State concerned. 
As for 3ther youth organization, the representative of the Ministry 
of Culture, Youth and Sports should be the District Officer or any 
other officer who is nominated by the State Officer concerned. 
I. Name of Company/Business Organization 
Address and telephone number 
Form of Business: Individual/Partnership/Company Limited/Co-operative 
Start-up Date 
Date of Registration 
No of Registration 
Type of Business 
B. CAPITAL 
I. Total needed capital 
Amount of present capital and its resources 
List of members of the company and the amount of capital invested in 
the form of money, equipment, or property 
Dividend or profits 
Amount of loan needed and its purpose; if it is for purchasing 
equipments, list the items and price 
C. ECONOMICAL. VIABILITY 
1. Application 
(a) Number of applicants at present 
Who are the consumers? 
Their locality 
Their income 
What aro their demands? 
D. TRADE 
What is your trade? 
What are your goods/services? 
Their price, retail/wholesale? 
Sales - Cash/Credit 15/30/45 days 
Sales distribution - (a) Wholesaler; and (b) Retailer 
Sales Promotion 




Structure of Organization: 
Board of Directors, for example, their responsibilities and power, 
number of membership, name, qualification, experience, allowance, etc. 
Full-time staff 
Manager, name, qualification and experience 
Other staff, e.g. supervisor, skilled labour, semi,skilled labour, 
unskilled labour, their qualification and experience 
Responsibilities of.(a) and (b) above 
Other benefits - 
F. TECHNICAL 
1. Capacity 
Machinery/power, its price, make and availability of spare parts 
Space for shops, offices, stores, etc. 
(d) Duration uf obtaining facilities (a) and (b) above 
2. Description of Products to be Processed 
Raw material and its resources 
Description products 
Diagrams and sketches if necessary 
3. Methods of Processing 
Submit charts of processing in:- 
its stages 
(b) Time taken 
- a - 
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(b) Locality of the applicant 
2. Competition 
Who are the competitors? 
Their capability 
Their market share 
The market sh4re you hope for 
3. Consumers 







Reistration of Company 
Deposit for Rental 
Installation of Telephone 
Other related expenses 
Total 
Purchasing of goods 
'iJages, allowances and commissions $ 
Rent of building, equipments etc $ 
Tax 
Installments on loans and 
interest 
Insurance 
Renewal of registration fees, 
licence, etc 
Maintenance 
Depreciation of property, 
machinery, equipments and tools $ 
Transport 
Other expenses 
(1) Estimated loan due to machinery 
breakdown 
EPF, SOCSO, etc 




The most difficult staLo 
Number of workers and machinery involved 
4. The Layout 
G. FINANCIAL 
1. Fixed C-)st 
3. Total (:)E Fixed Variable Costs 
H. INCOME 
Monthly Income Statement 
Peiiod of breakeven point 
Estimated Cash Flow Statement 
Statement ofProfit and Loss Account 
Balance Sheet 
IX 
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IX 
NOTE 
This format acts as a guide in making a study of any business 
project/industry which has been planned and in preparing a Study 
Report of the project or the project paper. 
This format is subjèct to chanes according to the type of 
business planned. 
A project report fallowing this format is very important and useful 
and. is needed in applying for a loan from bank or others and is to 
be considered as a guide in managing the proposed business, 
******************** 
I. Background Information 
Small-scale industrial development requires steady inflow 
of entrepreneurs and skilled personnel at all levels. While the 
present educational system in Sri Lanka is adequate to cater to 
the latteria requirements, for the small industry, the requirements 
are more than mere technical expertise or financial management 
for which skilled personnel are necessary for its development. And 
what is needed is a steady crop of entrepreneurs who are willing 
to risk and dare. Since the small-scale industrial sector is almost 
entirely based on private entrepreneurship, its viability would 
therefore depend on the ability of the country to produce large number 
of entrepreneurs imbuded with right attitudes. A well planned 
programme is therefore necessary, to induce the right type of attitudes 
into the young people so as to make them good entrepreneurs. 
At present in Sri Lanka, three institutions are trying to meet 
the needs for the development of entrepreneurship; one is the 
National Institute of Management (MM), second the Academy of 
Administration Studies, and third, the IDB. 
The NIM which is also an institution functioning under the 
Ministry of Industries as the IDB con:lucts training programmes , 
or those tailor-made to specific corporations or industries as 
supplement to their normal training programmes. The format of these 
courses emphasize:the practical orientation with the use of modern 
devices such as case studies, project work, readings, etc. There 
are also part time courses in business management for those who 
hold management positions in industry; Consultancy assignments 
are also undertakeri to explain at depth, particular facets of the 
industry. 
The Academy of Administrative Studies which functions directly 
under the Ministry of Public Administration is primarily meant to 
train Administrative Officers at various stages of their career. While 
these programmes emphasize public administration, attempts are 
being made to e.xpose public officials to the problems of industrial 
management, particularly since the public sector which is largely 
manned by the government officials forms a significant sector of 
the industry; and the policy of the government is that it should expand 
its role along with the private sector. The academy also offers 
special courses to those in local government and private institutions 
EDP Trainers Ivlini Workshop 
1-6 Juno 1976, i'vanila, Philippines 
Country Paper - IDB, Sri Lanka 
Appendix X 
Country Paper presented by A .M.A . Abeysinghe of Sri Lanka. 
so as to make them better aware of the e.nvironment under which the 
public administratipn has to operate. 
The ID3 as thé primary agency for the growth of small scale 
industry, all- conducts training programmes , Workshops, eminars 
etc. for the benefit of small-scale industries. These are in 
various areas sueh as management and financial control .:orkshop 
practice, Electroplating, Drawing office practice, electronic) 
industry practice, etc. In addition to this, short-term training 
programmes are alao provided in rubber goods manufacturing industry, 
Water colours, I-Jand ma.de paper, ;3ugar Cane processing.and 
essential oil. 
The NIM programmes are mainly geared to large-scale sector 
while the Academy of Administration Estudies is more concerned 
with administration rather than management. It is only the ID?) 
that is making an attempt to meet the ne.ed of the small scale 
industry; but so tar it offers courses of limited technical content. 
These are indeed valuable but are no substitute for the overall 
problems of t'ne development of entrepreneurship. 
2. Country experience in Entrepreneurship Development Programme 
(A) Promoi:ion of indigenous entrepreneurs and enterprises; 
Government Policies and Incentives - 
As per the vi,ows expressed. by IDB representatives at the 
ENTRETECH Workshop in Kuala Lumpur last year IDB is presently 
making arrangements to launc'n Entrepreneurship Development Programmes 
throughout the country and the arrangements are being finalised with 
the Regional Managers of the Districts to select personnel to be trained 
in this aspect. Basically this scheme will take the form of developing 
indigeneoun entrepreneurs in certain trades which have proven 
technology and where indigenOus craftsmenship and training facilities 
are available. The present Government lays special emphasis in these 
programmer,' as it helps develop rural un-employed population to take up 
to venture in areas which are considered considerably undeveloped from 
the point of view of industrialisation. The particular Incentivos that are 
being worked out [or this scheme includes industry loans, Iraining, 
Industrial (-lousing at the Mini Industrial Estates and other supporting. 
extension services that are necessary to generate the required facilities 
during the growth period of industrial ventures. The IDB in collaboration 
with the state sector Banks is working out a scheme of specialised 
group for these entrepreneurs as a major assistance without the 
conventional security.norms. 
Identificatio,n and Selection of Entrepreneurs and Types of 
Projects 
IDB has so far worked out 17 small-scale industry model 
projects to be undertaken by interested investors and these will 
form the starting point of the proposed Entrepreneurship Development 
Programme. In the selection of these model reports particular care 
and importance has been given to local raw materials and indigenous 
technology associated with locally fabricated machinery so that no 
time is wasted in pre:paring the ground work for the setting up of 
these projects. The type of projects are within the range of 
individual proprietorship so that the trainees will be able to 
manage these units on their own with limited assistance with the 
sponsoring organizations. 
Training and Development - 
The training of skills necessary to manage these. programmes 
will be coordinated by the IDB. The vocational training division 
of the Labour Department, the National Institute of Management, the 
Rural Development Department and the Voluntary Organizations 
specialised in training of skills, will render their assistance to this 
programme at the invitation of the IDB. The Management Development 
Unit of the. IDB itself will form an important nucleous in drawing up 
programmes for training and in the conduct of training itself. Expertise 
with regard to developing entrepreneurship will e2so be obtained from 
TECHNONET Participating Organizations and from the SIET Institute 
Hydera.bad. The course component is still under preparation and will be 
ready by about mid June 1978. 
Supporting Services - 
The Extension Services Division of the IDB in association with 
the Marketing Division, the Planning Unit and the Engineering Services 
unit and also the Documentation and Publications Unit, will draw up the 
programme of assistance required bc,th for the entrepreneur development 
scheme. The outside agencies that are involved in tec;hnology transfer, 
laboratory services and vocational training will be invited to participate 
in this effort. 
3. Specific Recommendations 
(a) E .D.P . is undoubtedly the very important aspect in promoting 
small scale industry in a country like. Sri Lanka where the rate of 
unemployed is growing practically in every area. The programme 
X - 
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itself calls for a high degree of coordination and active 
participation of a, number of bodies in orcic.r to moka this 
effort a success. Finally thc, EDP will be tried ()Lit in a 
few selected regidnal areas of the IDB which are under the 
administrativo purview of the Regional Managers with a view 
to obtaining the feedback from these officers to the successful 
implementation of this programme throughout the country. 
The IDB greatly solic4s the assistanee and hel:. of the 
TECHNONET and the P. Organizations in determining the 
particular oreas for EDP and projects to be undertaken during 
the .first phase of the programme so that no major breakdowns 
will occur, in implementing therri with the resources available 
to the 1D3. As was pointed out (at the TC 4 in Jakarta) an attempt 
will be modo to obtain trainer personnel from the SET Institute 
Hyderabad under the auspices of the TECHNONET ASIA. We very 
much welcome the decisions arrived at the ENTRECHT Workshop 
in Kuala Lumpur to conduct a fev.7 training programmes within the 
TECHNONET P.Os basidally to identify arces for EDP and 
devise a common syllabus of t-aining both.at regional and local 
level to be carried out by the P. Organizations intere,sted in 
EDP. Since industrial extension has become one of thc.,, key areas 
of the IDB, EDP can be -tried out successfully with the help of 
officials who have already undergone training in industrial extension. 
EDP Trainers' Mini-Workshop Appendix X) 
Manila, 1-6 June 1978 
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1. BACKGROUND INFORIVIATION 
1.1. National. Objectives and/or Rationale for the DeveloP- 
ment of Inclioneous Entrepreneurs and Industries. 
The period of the National Economic and Social 
Development Decade has been a very significant one 
in the planning and development of the economy of 
Thailand. Thailand's First rive-Year Plan was intro- 
duced in 1961, and the Fourth Five Year Plan started 
in 1977. Being in international terms, a relatively low 
productive, agricultural economy, it has been the board 
objective of the Government to encourage growth in the 
non-agricultural sectors, and in the industrial sector 
In particular, while at the sama time continuing to be 
the dominant part of our economy, in terms of both 
employment and share of GDP for many years to come. 
During the period of the First to the Third Five- 
Year Plan, there was a significant increase in the level 
of unemployment, reaching an annual average of 
about 3.5 - 5% of the total labor force. It is generally 
true that the standard of living is very much lower in 
the rural than in the urban areas of Thailand. There- 
fore, the efforts to create new jobs in harmony with the 
increase in the country's labors force are essential. 
Thailand also experienced chronic trad deficit problem 
and the problem of balance of payment in some years - 
problems which had to be attacked for the country's 
economic stability. 
In terms of industrial development, the Govern- 
menthas endeavoured to provide adequate infrastruc- 
ture facilities and an attractive investment climate, 
and has sought to stimulate and encourage the private 
sector. The national objectives and its achievement 
for the development of industries have been clearly 
evident in the First to the Third Five-Year plan: indus- 
trial Investment expanded at a higher rate than the rate 
of investment in other sectors. The Industrielization 
objectives during the First to the Second Plan periods 
accorded high priority to- 1.')c. (.2evolopment of import 
substt uti n industries. During the Third Plan, priority 
was shifted to export-oriented industries which contri- 
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buted to the growth of income in the industrial sector 
at a hid.her rate than those of other economic sectors. 
In addition industrialization in the past has brought 
about an increase in Industrial employment from 6 per- 
cent to 16 percent of total einployment. Furthermore, 
the share of industrial product in total export earnings 
increased from 15 percent in 1970 to 21 percent in 1974, 
1.2 Organjzations nvolved in Entrepreneurship DeveloPment 
Programs and Linkages. 
In this connection, various Government agencies 
and private organizations are involved directly or indi- - 
reedy in the promotion of industries as well as in entre- 
preneurship development programmes. The major sources 
are: 
The Board of Investment which grants special 
benefits to selected industrial investors under 
the Industrial Promotion Acts. 
The Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand 
formed to grant loans to industrial investors. 
The Small. Industries Finance )ffice, to fulfill 
the acute need of supply loans to small scale 
industry. . 
Industrial Estate Authority which provides - 
factory promises infrastructure and other in- 
dustrial facilities. 
The Industrial Service Institute which gives 
technical assistance to small scale industry. 
G. The Nanagement Development and ProductivitY 
Centre which provides training and consultan- 
cy Service:, 
XI 
7. The Applied Scientific Research. Corporation 
of Thailand which provides scientific research. 
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2. COUNTRY DCPERENCES IN EVTREPRENEURSHT DEVELOPMNT 
PROGRAM; 
2.1 Er r9notiorndi Er_a_iiter s es 
Government 
Acceleration of industrial-development has been 
an objective of the Fourth Five-Year Plan (1977-1981) in 
order to achieve more rapidly the structural change in 
the economy and the sector, and to utilizo greater 
supplies of local raw materials. To achieve this object., 
ive, the policy of the government is: 
To accelerate the rat r. 
To tDrornote further industrial investment by 
followina the c_Tomotional policies of the 
Industrial Promotion Acts and to design any 
other measures which will stimulate indus- 
tries beneficial to the .national economy. 
To promote total. industries as basic sources 
of demand for agricultural products. 
To disperse industries to the less developed 
area of the country. 
To generate more employment opportunities. 
To promotc.) export industries and those import 
substitution industries which utilize local 
raw materials and labor. 
To promote small-scale import substitution 
industries which utilize indigenous raw 
materials and local labor resources to meet 
domestic, demand. 
As n result, most ei: the industrialization .taking 
place in and around Bangkok has led to mass migration 
intO the capital and the associated problems in the 
field of housing, envirc.mmental pollution, traffic con- 
gestion and disparities in income. The policy to 
XI 
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disperse industries to promotion zone covers the 
granting:of promotional privileges under Promotion 
of Industrial Investment Acts and the giving of 
special reductions on thc rates of electricity, water 
supply and other public utilities to rural industries. 
Also, .the growing generation of economic 
activity, has called for a high level cf capital goods 
and basic industrial productions imports and this has 
led to a widening import-export gap. Whilst this gap 
has been filled by adequate foreign exchange reserves, 
it is the policy of the Government to bridge it on 
current trade basis by continuing the successful work 
already done in the import substitution industries, 
and to place special emphasis on export-oriented 
industries. 
Looking forward te the decade aheadutherefore, 
the Government of Thailand will encourage and promote 
industrics which are expc,rt oriented, u.sing local re- 
sources, located in provinces, and labor intensive. 
International trade and investment from abroad - 
form on essential and vital part of industrial develop- 
ment program both-through the introduction of valuable 
capital and the attendant industrial knc i-how which 
is equally important. In order to enceurage investment, 
the Government of Thailand enacted the low called the 
Act on Promotion of Industrial Investment in 1962. This 
out brought about the establishment of many medium- 
sized industries and some-large industries in Thailand 
during the past decade. 
The salient features ef the Act are as follows: 
Promoted industry shall receive a guarantee 
that the State will net initiate any similar industrial 
activity and will not transfer any priv7.1to industry to 
its ownershio. 
Promoted industry may bring alien skilled 
workers or experts into the country, together with 
their families, regardless of immigration law quota 
provisions. 
XI 
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3'. Experts of tac. promoted industry's products 
shall be .perraittod and encouraged, unless contrary to 
- the national interest. 
When the BOI deems it appropriate, certain 
special privileges may be given to a 1:Tot-noted industry. 
They are prohibition or restriction of import of compet- 
itive product, increase of custom duty on competitive- 
product, and in case of experts, exem',-)tion from or re- 
duction of export duty and business tax on '.)roclucts of 
a proraote-,-.1 industry. 
Exemption of import duties and business tax-es 
on machinery, component parts and accesorios, mate!- 
tbols, instruments and equipment for factory 
construction. 
Ex,:--..raption of income tax on profits for five 
years. 
Five year exemption or partial reduction of 
import duty and business taxes on in-iported raw materials. 
8, Z. promoted industry may freely remit foreign 
currency coverage,return of capital, profits interest 
and principal on foreign loans, royalties, and other 
similar necessary payments. 
During the Fourth Plan considerable emphasis will 
be given tc.; tho improvement of the balance of trade po- 
sition. As 'such; export earnings will have to oxpand 
at a higher rate than inv--.,ort p::IymentE;. Policy which 
will be ode3ed Include, the industrial oxport. The attain- 
ments cf increasing rate cf expert will help Strenghten 
Thailand's overall balance of payments .:,osition over the 
Fourth Plan period. To achieve these targets, emphasis 
vvill have tz-.; be (jtven to the expansion of industrial 
produetk n for export. The pr-vision of export incentives 
In the .forras of tax conecssion and rebates is effectively 
organized in applyinc: for refund on tax paid on import 
of materials usad as inputs In the productLin of export 
products. 11: is thc hope of the G'overnment that the 
pro per development of small and medium-slzed industries 
would lead to the achievement of the above objectives. 
XI 
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2.2 Identification and Selection of Entre reneurs and 
. Types (pi!. Projects 
The program of selection of entrepreneurs and 
types of projects is different or combined in different 
proportions, in each country. It depends on the 
Interenting factors in which the development of 
modern small factories lies. 
For Thailand, industrialization in the past did 
not have sufficient tools to develop entrepreneurs. 
All small manufacturing enterprises lacked elements 
or reqUisites for growth such as manager and worker 
training programs, advisory services, industrial 
research services, and other small industry aids as 
well as financing. At present, the Government 
policy on these matters is to establish, a special 
organization which will have, the responsibility of 
upervising entrepreneurship development effort. 
The Department of Industrial Promotion (DIP) has 
many agencies concerned with entrepreneurship with 
entrepreneurship development. 
The Industrial Service Institute of the DIP pro- 
vides all general information about helping new 
business get started by: the industrial potential in 
different areas, the enterprise opportunities, the 
new markets, providing for them to get located on 
Industrial estates, providing information on business 
regulations, other legal and administrative procedures; 
ascertaining the technical assistance and training 
needed, sources of equipment and sources of raw 
meteriais, and directing the entrepreneurs to sources 
of such help. All of these information have been dis- 
tributed to Commerciet Banks, Trade Association, 
professional c.lroups, merchants, graduates and all 
those who have an idea. of what they want to manufac- 
ture and those who come from other countries. TlVIDPG 
else aims to raise the standard of manegement and 
productivity in Thailand by training all levels of 
management in the use of effective management me- 
thods and techniques, by carrying out short consult- 
ative assignmcnt3 an specific problems. 
Xi 
While many types of help are being given to 
existinc Thal, business managers and many types of help 
are beino given to entrepreneurs seeking to start new 
business, there apparently have not been inte.grated 
programs desigmd specifically to create new entrepre- 
neurs. We have not done much on culding the trainees' 
selection of products and technology, motivation train- 
ing, management training before the business starts, 
many training and other assistance provided after the 
business has started. 
The various assistances which have been given to 
new entrepreneurs and existing entrepreneurs can be 
briefly summed up as follows: 
1. Industrial Feasibility Surveys 
The Importance of regional and local development 
in Thailand Is evinced by the government's P.egional 
and Local Development Plans in the current National Plan 
which states: "In the course of Thailand's economic and 
social development a very important as,,;)ect isthe improve- 
ment and progress of each region and local community. 
The progress of the less develeped regions will be reflected 
In the welfare: of the whole country. The Government 
recognised the need for a special plan of development for 
the economically backward area.s so that effective, action 
can be taken during the ported. Therefore the Five Year 
Plan includes regional and local development programs 
as one of its major components. 
In accordance With this policy, the Department of 
Industrial Promotion has conducted techno-economic 
surveys end preparation of the rCT3Orfr,' which Leen 1-2ubl1shed 
and distributed to the interested persons. The main pur- 
pose of thc surveys are: to study the present condition of 
the industries prevailing in The provincial arcas so that 
plan could be formulated in the future to provide th- 
necossDry teehnical assistance where required, to find 
out what new industries could profitably be set up in 
these provi-nces and which existing industries could be. 
expanded into ccOnomically Nriable units, taking into 
consideration local raw materinl 7_1 ric.1 natural resources 
as.well as skills and financial investment caPability of 
thc ,pceple ir the provincos. .At present these surveys 
hove been dono in the South and some arcas in North- 
Ea st and North. 
Besides this kind of survey the (Enterprise 
Promotion Division) has corr1c1 out economic ond feasi- 
bility studies on selected Industries. The reports cover 
- marketing analysis, present consumption, growth poten- 
tial of market; production requirement, including machine- 
ry and equipment and working capital; estimati,d product- 
ion and operating costs.. Financinl analysis show 
expected rate of rcturn on investment. These report 1,vere 
distributed to public or persons who have tendency to be 
entrepreneurs in the futurc. . 
Specialist Provide "LiTedel Schemes" fer Certain 
Feasible Business 
In Thailand, prospective -..-ntrepronc:urs were 
typical rural folk who had little industrial experience 
and who could not be expected -t3 generate a product in 
their own mind. Also the clovornirrnt policy ir t n- 
traliz, industries in tho rural oreas. The staff of ISI 
provViod potential entrr-xcncurs with "model 
schonics" which contained rather detailed iLstructions 
on the equiPment ncedcd to go intc a particular industry, 
the investment required, and the iristructions for setting 
up and ePcratinci the machinery. This scheme usually 
contained little marketing information. But the Enterprise 
Prometion Division cf 131 has to check out the marketing 
opportunity -Ind the possiblitics of providing prot.-_,ctive 
tariffs etc. f,--T compl:ti-n of ':,ntrcpreneur assistance. 
Technical k3sistane: 
An ststancc in 1!-nproving 7:snocl m(Aernizing present 
prorlu(:tl n ti..chntques an(1 prucr. en.:s c,f f7n ll industries 
is provided through a proper channel of communication 
betwcen the Institutk,n and tho industries ccncarned in 
rendering advisory and consulting sorvice both at the 
Instituto and m the shop 'floor. Tho Extension Division 
of ISI, in collaboration with all other divisions, is 
xi 
responsible for the constant communicatien beetwc m the insti- 
tute and the incluftries, by seeking- and maintaining the neces- 
sary personal contact between the entrepreneurs, managers and 
the Institute's various divisions. It is responsible for main- 
taining- proper channels of follcw-up activities after rendering 
advice and consulting services from all division. The divisions' 
own specialists in specific technologies, who are able to 
instigate the first contact with the entrepreneur-manager, 
diagnose his problem and suggest appropriate remedies and 
action for improving productivity and upgraclinc manufacturing 
skills. 
Although the Institute has been in operatien since 1934, 
the Institute has not made great impact in providing Technical 
extension service to small industries for two reasons. First, 
small entrepreneur industrialists are very reluctant to accept 
the technical assistance, both managerial and technological, 
provided by the staff of the Institute because they are afraid 
that the staff would know inside information which would be 
passed to their competitcrs and theRevenue Department for 
tax assessment. Secondly, the staff of the institute are not 
competrint to give advice in very specialized field of 
technology because of lack of training. For reasons mentioned 
above, the Institute has not been able to make a headway in 
providing technical exte.nsion services to industrial entre- 
preneurs. 
2.3 Trabing and Develo Dment Course Components and Timetable 
Training as shaper.of the entrepreneurial role is a very 
important tool of clentifying and developing entrepreneurs. 
Training programs should be designed for both existing entre- 
preneurs and potential ones. In Thailand most courses are 
especially prepared for existing entrepreneurs. Training 
courses for motivating such persons as employees, workers, 
merchants, graduates and those who have the idea to be 
entrenreneurs are not neglected. F,xisting institutions in 
Thailand engaged in the trainine are as follows: 
1. The Thailand Management and Productivity Center (TFDPC) 
The Thailand Management and Productivity Center was 
established in 1961 with financial assistance from the Special 
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Fund of UNDP and the Thai Government's counterpart contri- 
bution. The mall-, objective of the c,mtre is te raise the 
standard of managment and procuctivity in Thailand by 
training all love's of manag=ents in the usr.: of effective 
management method and technifTles; by carrying out short 
consultative assignment on specific problems, by oroviding 
management information through r;)ublicaticns; and by work- 
ing closAy wil-h other national and intomational organiza- 
tions that can aurjment these efforts. Currently, the insti- 
tute's works include training activiles thr.-,.ugh seminars 
and conferences, appreciatiefn courses and full-length 
instructional program for up;7er, middle and lower levels of- 
mariarjernent. The levol of pnrticipants attending the train- 
ing cr.Arses iS broken clown as follews: To, managers 
(Managing Directors, General hianager, etc.) 5%; Senior 
Executives 21%; Naddle Level an(:: Junior Executives 51%; 
and Supervisors and Foremen 22%. The number of courses 
which have been conducted with the correspon(ling number 
of participants from 1975-177 nra gi= next pago. 
x 
The subjects coverc-cl In theso training courses wore: 
1.. OrganizQtion and General ianagment 
Dc-v.:1 nt 
Secretarial System 
Effective F1in.j Management 
SinDlifyinr: and Invroving Office Method 
Off ice C;ost Control 
IVLanagorient Techniques 
Officc 1V.anagcment and Control 
2. Accounting Management 
Project Fe7s15ility Study 
Financial Anlyl are Investment Policy 
Inventory Control 
Budgeting 
Cost Control In Industrial Enten-Tises 
- Financial 1,,T.anagement 
0. Pers:nnel Iv:Tanag m2 nt 
CO and Salary Administratien 
Job Relations 
P.,lanagement Techniques in Industrial Operation 
Develoing Your Suervision 
Personal r.,./Tan:',-)gemon.t for Sul)ervisors 




-- Industrial Safqty 
Procluctin Ptmning and Control 
Industrial Systems Engineerin.g 
5 . /7,-.1rIzet "1' r, rii: 
G,Iles Su.,-ervision 
Saks tivinshio 
- Solos Tviannuernent 
Product Devel.L..)ment 
Sales Promotion 
T.,,:(arketing for Sales P--,rsonnel 
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Example of Course Com,..onont 
Manaccr. 
Objective: To create and develo:. an idea on problem 
solving by using now management techniques. 
Outline: 1.-17B0 Concept 
OD Concept 
Problem Solving Decision Making 
Decision 




2. The Industrial Servicx Institute (ISI) 
Onc of the IST. functions is tr7in urcpnyicrs ?n'.. wnors .f 
small industries in new management techniques ¡applicable to small- 
scale industries. Presently, though, )riority has been given to the 
training of owner manager, technicians, workers, and foreman of 
small-scale industries in various modern i,:reductien techniques, 
s r,minars and trainincr COLTS OS on marketing and quality control.- 
Courses for training are rpcchUy designed te meet the require- 
ments of industrialists. It is sal..' to note that rr, nagi:rn r2,nd owners 
of small industries who need management training most, do not 
recognize the fact. They prefer to send their fcremen and workers - 
to training courses airnod at tirecling their skills and technology. 
Since the demand for management trainin(7 ccurse is still relatively- 
low-, the EI at present is giving more attention to organizing train- 
iwz ccurses in modern production techniques. However, the Insti- 
tute has been quite successful in providing short-term trainine 
courses to various small ontreureneurs/Inr',ustrialist. Stride the 
Instituto becari0 operational in 196S, training have boc,n given in 
variou.s fields, such as to'2-1 and die clesicin, electro'..)latincr, heat 
treatment, forrous foundry, product desiçsn and development. At 
presont, 311 sorviccs rendr.Ted by the 1ST ore free c.,f clian,-je. Only- 
in such coses wherc.) material is needed tc) manufacture prototype- 
',products in tilic WorksiLi) or wilcre direct exenditures are involved 
for the ptirchase of s,,-)ecific tools, etc., in connection with speci- 
fic censultamy work, is the entrepreneur ask,...1 to bear cost which he 
In all cases gladly does. 
Outline: Introduction 
Drawincj equi'oment and how to use them 
13asic drawing and reading skills 
Rending dimensional objects 
Drawing dimensional objects 
Sizes and measurement 
Discussion and Summary 
Duration: 15 clays 13 .3 0 - 16 . 3 0 hrs . 
2. Establishing and OL?erating an Industry 
Objective: To introduce to entrepreneurs and investors 
stops and procedures to be followed in order 
to set tt-) a 1.- ,lant or factory. To give recom- 
menclati,-n in matters 1Dortaining to the operat- 
ion of the factory from obtaining a loan to 
rnanafjement and :roductien techniques. 
Outline: Introduction 
Policy and Objectives of the Board of 
Investment 
Feasibility study of an investment project 
T 1 -,--Geensin:i and registraticn ;procedures 
:olying for loan fr.)m the SIFO 
Information on Industrial Estato 
Plant lay-out 
Production ;71anning 
Summary and discus s ion 
Duration: 2 days 9-12 and 14 - 13.30 hrs. 
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The formal training activity and destin atT.SI arc summarized 
as follows: 
Examilo of Course Cc.,'rDonents 
1. .. ,fiechanical Drawin( and Blue-print Read 
Objective: Intr:,duction to blue-print reaclino and basic' 
mechanical drawing. 
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3. T.12_9_4A,:i.onal Instit.toof 
I\TIDA ,stablishecl in 10:30 -,vith the assistancc cf the 
Ford Foundation, is an Instituto for graduate studies with 
university status, offrring iristruction in the fiolds cf 
oublic administration, business administration, develop- 
ment ocenamics and axlied statistics. The School of 
Business Administretion has, in o scrisc , provided faci- 
lities for post-graduato training for now and aspiring ma- 
nagers. How(.vor, thu numbcr af students receiving 
14.13.A. frorq this school at pr., .5'cl-it, is for te small to 
satisfy local rcquircmerits. 
2.4. Sup;Aprtinc; gorvicos and Assistance; Marketing Technical, 
Finanoiolj Other;D, Technology Transfer. 
-financial Assistance 
ACIOCiUnte EICCGSS .to capital IS :) Izoy roquirtment of any 
small industry :zogram. The usual sourccs f funds for small, 
privatoly owned industrial venturos in newly clvolooing countries 
arc personal savings of the 1:Toprietor and his family and borrcm- 
ing from relativos and friends. Institutional financing for this 
class of borrower is beset with :::iffieultios because the cost of 
making many small ic.,ans is erector than the cost of making one 
large loan and the risk on loans to small cntrprthc is subs- 
tantial, 
In general, there ore tit70 sc,urcos cf ereC.it for industrial 
investments, that is domestic and farden financial institutions. 
The dcmostic financial instititions .which .play on active role in 
granting credit for industrial dovelc,,pment are the Industrial Finan- 
cial Cor. -;oration of Thailand (FCT) the Sr:1711 Industrial Finance 
Off le,: (S 0) , the Bank of Thailand, Cemmorcial banks, and 
private individuals. 
1. Small Industries Finance Office (E, IF 0) 
In oril,,T to mike low-inter' st crc(lit facilities rwallable to 
Industries, the çjcnr.-,rnment established thc Small Industries 
Finance Office (STO) in 1064. It ey.-ists as a state c!nterpriso 
under the su.pervision of the Department of Industrial Promo- 
tion. Loans are normally provided to the clesrving small 
Industrics,with th,-; maximum amJunt of US$500,000 re° 
payable within cric: o thrr.2c: to ten yfJarS, with simple 
iiaterest ot .5 ,,:-.ercent por anu:n. Financial assistance - 
is .o,voil,-Yolo tc.) ,.?ligible firms for modernization of mochirre 
ry, 17,roduction eciulument, factor/ buildings and enlnrge- 
mont of activities in order to increaso drocluctivity ncl 
r:rofitability. 
Being a Statc--owned orcTonization its funds -are 
budoetecl annually by ',hrT ('ovA_-.rarriont nnd allocated to the 
Depari:ment of Industrial Promotion. In additional to the 
annual allecatien of fund, from the Government budget, the 
Small Industries Finance Office has rinde arrangements 
with the Krunc.j Thai Bank which is a government-owncd 
commercial bank, to deposit its fund ',I,rs..videcl by the 
Government on a s;.eclal account. The Bank has ogTrced to 
make z-rvoilable counterpart fu.nd at the ratio of 3:1 over 
and above the amount cle:csited. Under the same arrange- 
ment the SIE0 uncicrtakas to cony out the i:(r.7.hrlical and 
econ=ic assessment,: _ f ns, vThc.reos the 
Bank undertakcS the ,:alproisal of security andssurnes 
full risk for the IL.ans c;ranted. Por screi,nin:,-1:..ar 
applications submitted by :-rospective borrowers, the 
S1E0 undertakes a technical and economic 7.1ssessment of 
3El Ch n-pplication (.111C. SUIDMitS itS reC Orarfl el-A:At:41 to the 
Loan Board for final decision. The Board .,..rescribes the 
amount of loan and the terms of repayment and the SITO 
then passes this aproval to the Bank to extend Len to 
the borrower. Since the c::.,oninc of this credit fac:ility 
In 1977, more than 1,000 selected small s'cale enterprises, 
both in Bangkok arca and in the ;.-Tovinces ia:.-y.ro received 
loans. alToroximately TIS,',12 
2. The Industria Finance CorDoration of Thailand 
The establishment of the Industrial Finance Corporation - 
of Thailand OTCT), a financial institutten f-Dr rendering 
long-term credit facilities tc_, prospccti-ve Inlustrialists, is 
one of the many irry::, ..1-tairt mensures taken by the Thai 
Government to encourage industrial develodmr:nt. Under 
the provisions of the "Industries Finance Corp'._ratien of 
Thailand Act, 1959", the objectives of this Corporation 
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are as follows: 
to assisi.in the establishment, expansion, or modernization 
of private industrial enterprises, 
to encourage the participation of private capital, both 
internal and externcal, in such enterprises, 
Tho Corporation is empowered to provide finance in the form 
of loan and medium-term loans, with or wit'nout security, or by 
purchasing or subscribing for shares or other securities, or by 
acquiring any other interest, as well as to underwrite-issues of 
shares or other securities and to guarantee loan from other private 
sources. Also, the Corporation does not put any restriction on the 
size of the firm to be eligible for its assistance, but it has set up 
a minimum loan limite at US$ S00,000 with an upper limit currently 
standing at US$ 1,500,000. Since its inception, IFCT has approved 
over 411 loan applications totalling slightly over US$ 22,250,000. 
Both the SIFO and IFCT are giving priority to industrial 
activities which: 
use raw materials available from agricultural and natural 
resources within the country. 
increase labor forces. 
promote export, thus earning foreign ex hang°. 
are located in rural areas thus promoting rural economic 
development. 
Industrial Estates 
One of the most important problems faced by industrialists 
is the exorbitant price.: of land in Bangkok resulting in lac1( of proper 
factory space-. The Government of Thailand, therefore, established 
the Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand in LT.)",,' to pr;-..,vide factory 
premises, infrastructure r3rid other industrial facilities to small, 
medium, and largo industries in suitable locations in Bangkok and 
upcountry provinces. The industrial estatc.:; is onc of the most effective 
instruments of promotion and development. The first industrial estaye 
that has been completely set up is Bang Chan Industrial Estate. It is 
located in the,area of 274.5 acres at about 20 kilometers from Bangkok. 
The site is considered suitable for industrial operations for it is fully 
supplied by conveniences in physical characteristics, communications, 
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labor forces and community fpcilities. Besides, several projects are 
being made, to set up industrial estates in the north, northeast, south 
and central of Thi-/41and. Son-e of them are .2bout to commence such 
as the Minburi Industrial Estate and Export Procesdina Zone covering 
the area of 403 acres, located 10 'kilometers from Bang Chan Industrial 
Estate'. 
2.5 Market Aids 
It is designed to help individual small manufacturers to collect 
market information regarding :.3pecific industries, to find potential 
distribution outlets and to assc)ss market expectability to their 
products. The needs of small firms for market research in order to 
reveal-trends in consumer demands and test the market for new product 
of for expanded sales of old products have to be provided. The 
Enterprise Promotion Section, ISI takes the lead in initiating market 
analysis and disseminating market information specifically useful 
to small firms. 
Export Consultancy Service 
Export business is hig'nly complex aad intricate in details, 
Its procedures and methods.are different from those of domestic market- 
ing. A small manufacturer has to obtain considerable assistance from 
specialised institutions in this field. 
The Government is also giving serious consideration to ways and 
means of assisting and stimulating export through the collection and 
dissemination of foreign mark.et information, foreign market survey, 
export publicity and exhibitions abroad and assistance in design and 
packaging. The Export Service Cent6.-T, acts on these matters. 
Transfer of Technology 
I. The Ex erience of the Countr in Obtainin Technolo ical 
;Know-how from Developed Country 
The- most effective ways of obtaining technological know-how 
from developed countries are to enter into licensing agreement with 
foreign companies and to encourage foreign investors to set up in the 
country industrial wenturest both on their own and in partnership with 
local entrepreneurs. 
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Thailand obtained industrial technology during the past decade 
mainly in 3 wayq, The first methocl is through foreign investment 
with associated transfer of knowehow T_Incl equipment. The foreign 
entrepre.neurs havb defiAtE3ly broLignt into the country new technological 
and managerial know-how and in the process have trained a number of 
their Thai employee to operate their factories. 
The second form of technology transfer is through lic'ensing of 
manufacturing process by foreign pattern holders to local enterprises. 
Among the 1,055 Thai companies which have obtained promotion 
certificates from the BOI since the inception of the promotion programme, 
a large number obtained techno1ogien1 know-how for their manufacture 
by payment of licensing 2ee or roalties, either on a lun-ip sum basis 
or on an agreed rate based on sales turnover. So.me of the Thai 
industrial concerns entered into a "turn key" agreement ,Adth foreign 
companies which undertook to procure and install machinery and 
equipment, conduct test runs and provide performance guarantees for 
a certain period. By this agreement local personnel obtained 
technological know-how second hanciedly, and usually only during 
the installation of the machinery and equipment. 
The setting up of joint venturos by local enterprerenrs and 
foreign manufacturing firms seen-is to be the most effective way of 
technological transfer. It is also to th.c., foreign partners' benefit 
that these joint ventures obtain adequate return on the investment. 
The best and most advantageous technology and now-hov.7 is 
provided by the foreign partners to the ventures. Moreover, Thai 
personnel are sent overseas for training, especially at the foreign 
partners factories, so that on their return they can replace foreign 
technicians and thereby help to reduce operation expenses. 
Other means of technology transfer, such as, flow of books, 
journals and other published literature or pure import of machinery 
and eqUipment are not usually very effective. 
2. The Experience of the Country in the Adaptation of 
Foreign Know-How to Local :sIeeds 
Up to nov7, not much has been done in the area of adapting 
foreign technical know-how to local needs and conditions. In most 
cases foreign technology is used, in the initial period at least, as 
imported. Only wl-ken it is found that the imported know-how cannot 
- 
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be used to the best advantacie that modification to suit local operating 
conditions is makle. For newly established industrial plants, it is 
usuallyieft to forpign companies to choose the technology which they 
believe is best suited for local (-_onditions. This happens mostly 
in joint ventures because the local partners in those cases have less 
or no experience in such undertaking. 
Some government agencies exist which are searching for 
appropriate technology in certain specific fields. The Agricultural 
Engineering Division of the Rice Department has ,built two models of 
special tracters suitable for ploughinc. paddy fields, harvesting rice 
crop, and coming up with a whole series of rice farming implements. 
The Department of Science of the ?,/linistry of Industry and the Applied 
Scientific Research Corporation of Thailand arc each undertaking 
research projects aimed at adapting foreign technology and know-how 
to local requirement. 
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3. SPECITIC REC,OMMENDATIONS 
3.1 F- r PO Aeti',--n in EDP 
I. Quality of staff is m re im rtant than their number. The 
ex ,eri enced extensL n officers _ften resign as ;rivate ccmcanies 
offer higher salaity. Thc junior staff with industrial ex,,erienc-:e 
are fw and have narr_w s,'ecializeLl lines. Thus a training course 
r ext?nsic,n cffircrs sh uld bc hold recularly in crdor to us:grade 
new rr..cruitec: oxtensi.n _fficers. Also, adequate salary is 
neuess-,ry t., attract such men. 
The ISI Is ccricorned with the training and dcvelg.,Tment 
of a stream of new technic:al cificers serve os trainers and 
censultants in support of the ISI's 2:,eratin:.1 functions es,)ecially 
to small industry. In addition to ,:roviding intensive tr3ining 
pr3grammes locally, the ISI shculd send Leal trainers to receive, 
everseas training relating te the develoPment of small industry, 
or F_It least training courses for trainers should be 'organized:. 
The programs to identify ctential entrepreneurs and 
train them tc get ready for starting enterprises should be conducted 
by LSI in the rural area,. 
Course development and preparation for training should 
include :7roc.jrams in which experienced businessmen are invited 
as instructors en certain subjeCts in order to keep up with the 
real business world. 
Equal imaortance is the achievement of cEse coordination 
amcng institutions invelved in rendering technical, managerial 
and financial aids for existing and ',potential ontrelpreneurs. 
In order to pro moto interfirm coo'peration, meetings of 
the :-...ntre7re.neurs of the sa.me irado were organized, so that they 
could exchane .,:.flinions with each other, become acquainted 
with new ideas a.nd discuss ways of solving their common 
difficulties. 
ISI should have a j(Ant program to (level,: ,) entrepreneurs 
through vocational institutic.)ns. 
3.2 For cc.11a.boration arnoncl TECHNONET POs anc' for Consideration 
f VT7.rkslac 
I. It would be very useful to have an exchango of contents and 
evaluation f_f entre _..reneurshLi) trnininj ::rc)gram, an(.: if ;...ossible , fcr 
observers frc.,m POs countries have a chanco of in 
motivation trF_Itning courses in successful orJanizntions. 
TECIINONET should circulate rilethols an(.1 :rocedures of 
successful entrorencurshi:) 6cvel._-.)ment in otlxer unties such as 
the1-Atj'...-:,cts Of Brazil and Jan arC. Eys.: mc) rese;.7rchos on imll ancl 
mecliurn irCustries with sl..ocial owhas is <:n job creation from East- 
West Center. 
It woul._1. be of grec-)t hol) if TECIII\TONET arra.ry-Je entre'preneur- 
shi;) c:gi-erts from POs' successful OriTInizEltionS tc work on short term 
consultancics to sot r-r_7grarcs for dcvoltnrj ontre)reneurs. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT: THE 
PHILIT PINE EXPERIENCE* 
Background 
In developing countries several interventions are needed to solve 
thd problem of economic and socio-cultural stagnation. A fact that has 
been brought to fore during the Development Decade has been the 
recognition of the development and promotion of small and medium 
industries as a strategy for growth. 
While large scale industry fosters industrialization, the role of 
small industry is vital, especially in stiMulating the process of change 
at the grass roots level. This sector serves a newly industrializing 
country not only by its output of goods but also by functioning as a 
seedbed of entrepreneurial and managerial talents, Small industries 
generally offer the most promising rneans of promoting entrepreneurship 
among people from different walks of life especially those with limited 
financial resources and very little technical and managerial experience. 
Thus, small industries are effective means for establishing a wide base 
for rapid industrialization, 
Whatever strategy of economic growth a developing country 
follows, the fact remains that development does not occur .automatically. 
In the final analysis, it occurs mainly on account of constant striving of 
human agencies that are responsive to business incentives and motivation. 
In industrial and economic parlance, this responsiveness of human 
agencies has been termed as "entrepreneurship." 
Entrepreneurship has long been recognized as the driving force 
behind economic development. Without.it land, labor, capital and 
technology remain practically useless. It is often not the shortage of 
resources but the lack of ability and determination to put them to 
productive use that may retard the economic progress of a developing 
country. 
Country paper presented by Rudolfo O. Sumicad and 
Serenidad F. Lavador, Deputy Director and Chairman, Training 
Department, respectively of University of the Philippines Institute 
for Small-Scale Industries, at the EDP Trainers' Workshop held at 
Manila, Philippines on Juno 1-6, 1978 under the auspices of Technonet 
Asia, 
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The need and significance of entrepreneurial skill in the develop- 
ment of developing countries has been aptly described in the, ILO's 
report on "The Economfe, Background of Social :Policy including Problems 
of Industrialization," It stated that: 
"Among, the principal factors which have favored or retarded the 
growth of modern industries in Asia, the most important so far 
is doubtless the general la.ck of enterprise.,.. Men of enterprise 
ready and able to respond to market opportUnities have been 
scarce in all Asiatic countries." 
In cognizance of this, the Philippines in the seventies focused 
attention on an economic sector it has formerly overlooked. The period 
saw the emergence of the small entrepreneur from a position of virtual 
anonymity to one of prominence as "the backbone of the economy." 
(In the Philippines the entrepreneur is associated fundamentally with 
the small-scale industry as the frame of reference. Thus, when one 
speaks of an entrepreneur, he often has in mind the owner-manager of 
an enterprise employing more than five and less than 100 workers and 
having total assets not less than T100, 000 and not exceeding ?1.., 000, 000). 
National Initiatives 
XII 
For the first time, the promotion of small and medium-scale 
industries was cited in the national development plan (FY 1971-1974) 
as one of the eight priorities in industrial development. No less than 
President Marcos ga.ve the pride of place to the role of small industries 
in development when, addressing a group of small entrepreneurs in 
1972, he declared: 
"No sector of our economy holds greater promise 
than the sector made up of srnall and medium industries 
and therefore draws from the largest segment of our 
entreprenc;urs, not to mention a cross section of cur 
people." 
"en that score alone, small and medium industries 
inay well provide; one of the answers to economic development. 
For, certainly, from this small beginning, the big,g,er 
achievement will derive. 
To substantiate this presidential pronouncement, the government 
started Mobilizing all its available resources to provide incentives, and, 
in general, create a kind of atmosphere conducive to srnall industry 
growth and development. 
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Thus, in onc-) presidential move, government agencies concerned 
were mobilized to Work together to assist small and medium-scale 
entrepreneurs. 
The private sector the major industry and trade groups and 
chambers - in turn, responded by setting lep small business development 
units and programs. 
Where in the past assistance to small-scale industries was 
fragmented, sporadic and inadequate because undertaken independently 
by a number of agencies, and in some cases, overlapping, the small 
industry development program in the last few years has a.imed for a 
coordinated, integrated, comprehensive ancl total approach to the 
problem of the development of the sector. Thus, when the Department 
of Industry Nva.s created by virtue of a Presidential D ecree, it was 
charged with the task, among others, of encouraging the establishment, 
growth and expansion of medium and small-scale industries particularly 
in the rural areas through effective assistance and guidance in the 
manufacture of the industrial products concerned. 
The Commission is the organization that in responsible 
for integrating the functions and policies of its member-agencies 
for financial, technical, marketing and purchasing,and promotional 
programs for small and medium industries. 
The membership of the Commission is composed of the following 
government agencies. 
Department of Industry (DI) 
D epartment of Trade (DT ) 
Department of Local Government and Community 
Development (DLGCD) 
Design Center Philippines (DC P) 
Developm.ent Bank ol the. Philippines (D13P) 
Development Academy of the Philippines (DAP) 
National Science Development Board (NSDB) 
National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) 
'University of the Philippines Institute for Small-Scale 
Industries (Ur I;SI) 
Food Terminal, Inc. (FII) 
National ..,.'Ianpower and Youth Council (NIVIYC) 
Central Bank of the Philippines (CD) 
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The Commission is orga.nized along f.,ur functional committees, 
namely: Finance, Technblogical, Marketing and Training Assistance 
Committees. 
The Executive Committee is composed of representatives from 
each of the twelve :member -agencies. It coordinates and integra.tes the 
policies, programs and projects of its member-agencies for technological, 
financial, marketing, training and promotional assistance to small and 
medium industries. The four functional committees are composed of 
representatives from each of the member -agencies whose functions 
coincide with that of the specific committee. 
As of late, the member-agencies are re-g,rouped forming 
functional working -teams in accordance with a revised development 





R egiona 1 Project Promotion 
Private Sector Investment and Expertise Participation 
Entrepreneurial Identification and Selection 
To increase the probability of SUCCOSS of entrepreneurial . 
development programs, the first step undertaken is to identify the 
entrepreneur who is interested and has the capability in establishing 
and operating the pre-»-.?ct or projects which are given priority in the 
area.. Thus, the local governments, with technical support from the 
University of the Philippines Institute for SI-nall-Scale Industries 
(UP ISSI) conducts provincial economic surveys tu properly identify 
viable small and medium industry projects. In som. e instances, more 
detailed surveys of specific cities and towns have also been conducted. 
As part of the research in this project, the Department of 
Industry, primarily through the Board of Investments and the National 
1VIanpower and Youth Council (NMYC) also provide some of the 
information. requirements. Training of technicians to conduct these 
surveys are being conducted by the Development Academy uf the 
Philippines (DAP) and the 111-- ISSI, while consultancy and assistance 
are being provided by UP 'SST. 
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A priori, there are some personal. characteristics which appear to 
be imperative for succespful entrepreneurial performance. An individual 
who possesses these characteristics can be considered a potential 
entrepreneur and thus is cf. "desirable." receiver or beneficiary of the 
development program. To maximize the impact or the success pro- 
bability of the development scheme, the individual so identified shall 
have to be isolated (from the- ordinary one who lacks the "potentials") 
and be given the other inputs, of the development program. 
Thus, one of the components of the Entrepreneurship Development 
Program (EDP) being conducted by the UP ISE'd is the selection of training 
participants. Potential entrepreneurs who eventually participate in the 
training are identified and selected through the use of a carefully 
designed selection scheme,. 
The general criteria for selection are specific or definite business/ 
industry to be organized and established; strong desire to organize/manage 
own business; enough financial resources to be used as equity capital. 
Application forms and-questionnaires are used as instruments in 
gathering economic data concerning the prospective participant. The 
data gathered are later analyzed to determine the acceptability of the 
applicant on the basis of age, rela.tedness of profession and work 
experience to business plan, type and feasibility of business plan, and 
his credibility and determination, among others. Fersonal interviews 
which probe into the person's history, family background and other 
entrepreneurial attempts and actions are conducted. The interview 
is also aimed at obtaining insights into the person's motivations for 
being an entreprene..ur. 
The major determinant of an individual' entrepreneurial 
potential is his personality profile which, in this case, is obtained from 
psychological tests and measures administered during the selection 
process. Hypothetically, the traits considered necessary for entrepre- 
neurial success are: risk-taking, organizational ability, innovativeness/ 
boldness, pe.rseverance and a certain IQ level. To tap the.se traits, the 
psychological tests and measures used are: IThrdue Non-Language Test, 
Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices, Choice Dilemma Questionnaire, 
Test of Self-Esteem and Enriquez's IVIulti-Dimensional Filipino 
Personality Scale (Panukat ng Ugaling Filipino). 
The data gathered from the questionnaires, the interviews and 
the psychological tests are evaluated and scored. The results 
determines whether an applicant is qualified to participate in the 
program. 
Entrepreneurial Training and Development 
The Entrepreneurship.Development Program (EDF) 
One of the more widely accepted strategies for increasing 
entrepreneurial supply is training. As one social E.,.cientist stated: 
"Entrepreneurs can be created and stimulated although 0.t a reasonable 
cost." 
Recognizing this in the light of the country's dearth of entrepre- 
neurial talent, the rhilippillus incorporated tr:dning as one of the tools 
in the program for developing entrepreneurship. 
As 0.n initial concrete stop, the Entrepremeurship Development 
_Program (EDP) was launched in 1973 to provide the thrust for an 
accelerated national economic growth by developing entrepreneurial 
activities particularly in the rural areas, 
The EDP was designed by the 1UP ISSI and implemented in 
conjunction with other member-agencies of the CSMI, notably NMYC 
and DBP. 
The training program starts from the identificatibn and selection 
of potential entrepreneurs up to the provision cf post-training assistance 
to the graduates in the form of marketing, technical and managerial 
support. 
The progra.m curriculum consists of four modules, as follows: 
Motivation Training - This is aime.d at providing the trainees 
1.vith the psychological preparation to develop in them the 
proper behavior and mental attitude towards business 
undertakings. 
Management Skills Training - For the entrepreneur, it is one 
thing to start a business and to survive the field is another. 
It is. therefore essential for him to be equipped with management 
and technical know-how.to enable him to run his enterprise 
effectively and efficiently. Thus, this module is aimed at 
bringing about higher levels of preductivity and ultimately, 
increase in productivity. 
Xlf 
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Feasibility Study and Project Preparation - Upon joining the 
prograrn, the 'irainee has a business idea or project in mind. 
In actualizing this idea, he needs the fundamental know-how 
in determining its viability. In the first place, one has to be 
sure of the feasibility of his venture before he commits his 
resources on it. Secondly, and perhaps this is the more 
immediate reason, is that evidence of the viability of a 
project is a basic requirement for loan purposes. 
In this module, therefore, the trainee is given guidelines 
with regards to opportunity identification and project selection 
and preparation of the feasibility study itself: its market, 
technical and financial aspects. 
Entrepreneurship: Philippine Setting - In this portion, the 
trainee is made to understand the environment where he 
operates so he can relate the envirom-nental development with 
his business. This is in recognition of the fact that an 
entrepreneur does not opera.te in a vacuum and that entrepre- 
neurial growth is the result of an integrated process involving 
all the economic, cultural, social and political sectors of a 
society, including its business structures. 
Throughout the sessions, discussions reVolve on 
entrepreneurship and the realities of the existing business 
environment. Topics discussed include the evolution of 
entrepreneurship in the Philippines, the le,.;a1 a.spectE.; of 
Philippine business and forms a.nd sources of assistance for 
new an(-1 expanding enterprises. Asido from professionals 
in the field who are invited to lead tho discussions, successful 
entrepreneurs are also requested to relate their "success 
stories." 
To familiarize the traineee with the government's role 
in developing their entrepreneurial capabilities - the incentives 
and assistance that are available to th,:,,,rn - a forum with the 
CSMI nacinhers is held towards the end of the course. 
A corollary to entrepreneurial promotion is skills 
development. Since the lack of skilled personnel is considered 
a major deterrent in the development of small-scale industries 
there is today a program of massive, nationwide build-up 
of skills. To help provide the mani-)ower cotnponent of 
small-scale industries, the NIVIYC has set up ten regional 
Centering on curriculum development in secondary schools, 
EDGE is a project of the 7,13,' ISSI under the CSMI work program. Its 
primary objectives are: 
To stimulate a greater predisposition to entrepreneurship; 
To enhance the awareness and application of the community's 
resources, needs and values; 
To familiarize the students with occupational and other 
skills that may be instrumental to entrepreneurship. 
Through this project, the curriculum is envisioned to be 
entrepreneurially oriented through: 
Action projects and activities which will expose students to 
community problems, needs and resources and stimulate, 
disposition to entrepreneurship and community. development; 
Hands-on learning, where the students will be encouraged and 
supported to undertake small entrepreneurial activities. They 
will practice the rudiments of management and technical skills 
like accounting, bookkeeping and production planning necessary 
for such ventures; 
Focusing on business venture aspects and characteristics in 
the industrial arts and homo economics subjects; 
Promotion of dialogues between students and businessmen. 
A -workshop on EDGE has been conducted and participated in by 
teachers, school administrators, motivation -training consultants and 
officers from the Department of Education and Culture. Manual of 
teaching guides for the integration of entrepr C 11.0 ur ship-oriented studies 
into the curriculum came out as a result of the i.vorkshop. Leyte 
Research b.nd Development High School is the pilot school fc-)r the project. 
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manpower training centers in key regions of the country to 
form the nuclpus of a national manpower training network. 
These centerE.3^ will train youths free of charge in basic skills. 
The Entrepreneurship Development in General Education (EDGE) 
Entrepreneurship Development Course in tl-n: Collegiate Level 
Similar 1y with tho EPGE program, entr epr eneur ially --oriented 
courses are now being effbred in the colleges anC. universities. Courses 
on entrepreneurship and enterprise development are now included in the 
graduate, program curriculum of several schools in Manila such as 
Pamantasan ng LunEr,sod ng Maynila, Polytechnic University of the- 
Philippines and De La Salle University, am----,ng, others. 
Supportive Programs 
It is an accepted fact that the intrinsic circumstances alone do not 
guarantee entrepreneurial effectiveness. The success of the entreprerieur 
depends both on his capacities and attitudes and the institutional frame- 
work within which he operates. An individual ad.equa.tely stimulated to 
venture into business needs,' external support. He needs institutional 
reinforcement in the ta.sk: of combining, the "factors of production" into 
a tangible undertaking. 
In view of this, various programs in support of the entrepreneur 
axe being implemented beth by the government and the private sector. 
1, Financing Frourarn 
A most important aspect in developing entrepreneurship 
is direct financing assistance to small and medium industry 
projects. 
The Development Bank of the Philippines (DBE) provides 
major financing assistance under its Countryside Development 
Program for small and inedium industry projects in rural 
areas and in export-oriented activities. For small and 
medium- industries, the DBP offers loans on terms more 
favorable than those given to large-scale industries. The 
DBI: scheme offers more liberal collateral loan values of 
PO on titled real estate and improvements thereon and 
80% on chattel. Hig,her collateral loan values are given in 
depressed arcas. The debt/equity ratio is 85:15. 
r collateral-deficient bnt denerviw t;mall and medium 
industry projectn, the Industrial fivarmItee and Loan l'und 
(IGLF) provides funds throutTh a loan guarantee scheme with 
liberalLed terTns. Loan projncts submitted for consideration 
are evaluated by an IGLF Ilevievl Committee composed of 
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representatives from the NEDA, 111' ISSI, the Central Bank and 
the Department of Industry. The :Guarante,e scheme covers 
from an auto.mttic 30t7,, guarantee on non-collateralize,d loan 
portion up to a maximum of 80(/: guarantee. 
2. Assistance in Marketin,':, 
The inadequacy of marketing facilities open to small 
entrepreneurs could be traced to the concentration of the 
market in the 'Greater Manila area. This situation has tended 
te link cur industries to the rest of the world rather than to 
the other :t..egions of the country f,;r their industries' supply 
of materials. 
To provide more marketing channels particularly for 
those located in the countryside, the Department of Trade has 
set up trade assistance centers in the country's eleven regions. 
Specifically, these centers offer the following services 
to small enterprises: 
tvTarket information alon;..; lines f trade opportunities, 
price trends, raw materials supplies, location of 
markets/buyers/traders, etc. 
Business counselling, including information on and 
analysis of relevant government regulations and 
procedures, business incentives, etc. 
Market research and surveys covering trade 
potentials 
Technical assistance 
Direct marketing assistance, such as the establishment 
f tra(le contacts, sponsership of local fairs an6 
exposition, warehouse acc(,inmoclations, etc. 
simplified export process which wciulci further exploit 
the foreign exchange earnin<f, potential of small enterprises 
has been introduced chiefly through the i tiilippino International 
Trading, Corporation which, though no longer a member of 
CSMI, is still involved in its activities on a consultation basis, 
Program (MASICAP) 
A project under the Departnent of Industry, TvIASICAP 
extends assistance to proponents of sTnall and medium 
industries in ...rganizing their projects into banka.ble 
propositions within the existing financial :.-.- ystem. It has 
more than 150 field personnel formed into about fifty teams 
distributed all over the country. The services offered by 
MA.SICAP teams cover project feasibility study preparation, 
loan appLications, bank negotiations and follow-ups. 
The Small Business Advisory Centers (SBAC) 
As a supplement ti Project 1'..1ASICAL, the Department 
of Industry has organized Small Business Advisory Centers 
(SBACts) -tvhich offer nost-loan assistance to MASICAT. 
assisted projects, as well as to other enterprises. It 
provides managerial and technical consultancy services to 
small business establishments to improve their productivity, 
efficiency t-And profita.bility. 
Adaptive Technology Studies and Extension Services 
Through its member-agencies, the CST\II pronaotos 
adaptive technology through the expansiou cf assistance for 
technology through the expansion uf assistance for technolog-,y 
selection, nroductivity improvement and innovation, quality 
control and standardization. The National Science Develop- 
ment Board (T.'SDB), particularly through the National 
Institute uf Science and Technology (UST) and the UP ISSI 
are directly involved in these activities, the latter having 
one of the most modern laboratory facilities en low-cost 
automation and adaptive technoloz. Mcroov:_!r, the UT. ISEd 
IN link ,,q1 na 11%nix Pi e and inLerno.tionally with snme fif ty 
organization:-.3 ,A industrial infornlation and .technology 
through its technological ;-,.n(.1 (.;xteiì5í.n services. 
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Onthe other hand, the Food Terminal Inc. providos 
storage facilities. It has set up several branches in strategic 
centers all over the country in order to assist small business- 
men in marketiiig their produce. 
3, The Medium and Small-Scale Industries Coordinated Action 
i-roduct Develooment Iroject 
Thic) involve:3 design education and prom(Aion, product 
design, and packaging and graphic clesig:.,- assistance. The 
chief agency which deals with this tybe of assistance is the 
Design Center ;:--hilipieines (DC P). 
Frivate Sector Involvement 
There iS no doubt that the establishment, development and 
proliferation of modorn and productive small firms largely rests on the 
risk-taking, enterprise and initiative ef private business and industry. 
Furthermore, small industry associations can be effective instruments 
for the voluntary regulation of the activities) of small industries and the 
sector's orderly development and modernization. 
Towards this end, therefore, the privz_-.te sector responded by 
way of organizing and establishing various programs relevant to 
entrepreneurial development. 
The Fhilippine Chamber of Industries 
XIL 
The membc.:rship in the I-hilippine Chamber of Industries 
is thrown opon to nationals (.4 the country and nearly 500 have 
become members as of 1075, out of which only ten percent 
represents small-scale industries while the rest belong,s to 
the larger units. In order to look after the interest of small 
units as well as to assist small industries, free consultancy 
services are being extended to members whenever sought 
or requested. 
The Filipino Chamber of Small :Business and Industry 
The Filipino Chamber c_A. Small Business and Industry 
accepts only natural-born citizens of the country as its 
members. ivierabership is extended to )nanufacturers, trade 
and service units in the small-scale industry sector. Out 
of the membership of about 40 in 1975, only 30 percent 
represents the manufacturing side while the rest belong to 
the trade and servico group. This organization d()esnot 
reCeiVe any financial assistance: from the nationn.1 government 
for its activities. Furthermore, the representativos of this 
Chamber are not associated With important bodies who 
influence government decisions. Nevertheless, this 
organization has successfully worked for the passage of 
important meag-iurc..,,s for the development small-scale 
industries, taking inspiration from the srnall business act 
in the United States. 
The. Chamber of Commerce of the Ihilippines 
The oldest trade organization in the country, the 
Chs.mber of Commerce cf the 1Thilippines has for its members 
both industrial and commercial firmEn It also has a separate 
unit to loo after small-scale industries, plus a number of 
branches ail over the country. It has recently been active in 
the small businesj sector a.nd has established in 1i."75 a 
Small 'Business Foundation to assist this sector of the 
economy. It has linked its operations and assistance 
programs with the CSMI and its me.:-.-nber-agencies. 
The Ateneo Bureau of Small Business 
The Ateneo Bureau of Small Business conducts va.rious 
training courses, seminars and technical studies in the field 
of medium and small-scale businesses and industries, Being 
a private institution, its activities Ita-v:.-.; to be self-supporting 
or funded by gra.nts. 
Economic Development Foundation, Inc. 
The Economic Development Foundation, Inc. is a private, 
non-stock, non-profit and min-political serie organization 
established to assist private industries by providing technical 
assistance in improvinp' their productivity. The Foundation 
also identifies, helps develop and promote new investment 
projects vital to further growth. this line, research 
and information services are being undertaken in order to 
provide the bases for business and invet3tment decisions. 
Training services are also being undertaken by the 
Foundation. It has recently focused part of its attention tc 
assisting small and medium inclustricF.1. 
The Philippine Business for Social Ir oilress 
The 3 hilippine Business for Social lrogress (+ BSI') 
is a non-profit service organization supported by donations 
from business firms. The objectives of I BSI are to carry 
out social df..;velopment organizationr: and by enlarging the 
(SEI1DEF) 
The Small Enterprise 'Research and Development 
Founclatin is a private, non-profit, non-stock foundation duly 
registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
It is principally all institution of the private sector that . 
will fund research and other projects for the promotion and 
development of small enterprise3'. 
EDP Impact: Some `,..;inificant Indicators 
In its initial years of operation, the CE-',MI has made soine progress 
in its -various programs of small-industry development particularly in the 
rural areas. At this stage, however, the economic impact of these 
accomplishments are n(-A easily m.ea.surable as these programs are still 
young. A system of effectively evaluating activities involved in the 
promotion and developn-lent of the small and medium industries has not 
yet evolved. 
Nevertheless, several of the programs may 10,.: considered 
successful from the quantitative point of ViONV - number of projects 
assisted, loans granted, persons trained, etc. .Aelong others, the 
programs on training and technical n.ssistanee have produced success 
indicators not only in quantitative, but also in qualitative terms. 
The UP ISSI-NMYC -D1317 E.ntrepreneurship Development Frogram (EDP) 
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body of knowledge a.bout social development through applied 
research in social development techniques and methods. It 
undertakes nro'grams in small-scale industries development, 
cooperatives development, and manpc;wer development. 
7. The Small Enteroris,' Research and Development Foundation 
Although the EWA.- is young and therefore has yet to fully 
demonstrate its utility for the individual entrepreneur, and consequently, 
for the community where he is a member, evidences had shown that 
some measurk-: of success has been won. A study analyzing the impa..ct. 
of thirteen training programs conducted between l';373 and 1975 has 
validated the hypothesis that trainin,..; would make a difference in the 
performance of participants with respect Lo economic criteria and 
contribution to the coMmunity's well-being. 
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The first pha.s.e of the evaluative study covered the first six 
ED-fis conducted in five 1-egion5 c,f the country consisting of 106 
graduates. It resulted inio the following findings from which the 
effectiveness of the training program can be gleaned. 
The ntu-nber of business being ntanaeed. by the graduates of 
the EDP incrc.,,a,sed from Te before EDId training tc 136 after 
EDP training. The rate of increase is an amazing success 
of 79 percent. 
Most of the businessess set up after the ED7te were 
manufacturing and agricultural concerns, This shift in . 
activity is well in keeping with the objectives for la.unching 
EDP, that is, to bring economic benefits to the community 
not only in torn-1s of developinent generated by new 
enterprises but also in terms of usage of indigenous rav,r 
materials. 
The businesses run by graduates have been able to generate 
employment fc.-,r at least 3,577 individuals. 
Despite the fact that EDI' graduates were predominantly 
inexperienced in business (they obtained degrees or were 
trained in lines, other than business) and did not come from 
fanAilies with a tradition of entreI)reneurial acumen, they 
proved successful in their chosen careers. The trt 
itself, therefore, is deeined instrumental in the making ef 
entrepreneurs as evidenced from the finding that the non- 
entrepreneurial participants .cited that their exposure to 
EDP ha.d motivated them to turn into independent businessmen. 
The analysis, hcAvever, revealed additional areas of concern which 
call for continuous study and research on the development of private, 
entrepreneurship in the country. 
The Medium and E.3mall Industries Assisted Action Program (MASICAIT) 
Over the past three years since T,TASICA.I. was launched, a total 
of 3,561 projecif-; i'rot) nil over the country 1u-we 1>een ar3sint..:! by time 
IVIASICAL tCnil.I.S. Of thOSO projects, 2,650 have been accepted by 
banks for financing evaluation and 1,400 have been approved by ba.nks. 
As Of March, 1077, a total of 1,145 projects have been actually 
implemented with loan funds released. 
Although it is geherally viewed that for an effective cost/benefit 
analysis it is necessary to wait three yen.rs se that SBAC recommendations 
will have been in use long enough, the initial. findings of the '7.forld :Bank 
Mission which conducted an initial evalue.tien of the progrnm. in 1977 
are indicative, of a certain measure of success. 
The study revealed the following, findings: 
From their incention in July, 1975, up to March 31, 1977, 
SBAC 's have served 549 clients, v,,hich is a satisfactory number 
from the standpoint Of the initial investment of manpower and 
money. 
The quality of the consulting work which has been done 
generally is good. In most cases, the ceuncelor identified the 
problern(s), naade a corre.ct analysic.',, and naade good 
recommendationn. 
The re:...orts gene:cally Nvere well organized; only a few 
deficient re-Torts were found. The level of implementation of 
SBAC recommendations (a good indicator of client acceptance) 
was 55.7% and almost 20% of the balance of cases which had 
been concluded were in the process of being implemented. 
Some rec,.nnmendations were still under consideration by the 
clients, but ori1;7 2.9% of the clientc for v,tic'l major cases 
had been undertaken o.nd concluded had rejected the SBAC 
work. This is an excellent ro.te of acceptance especially 
for a young, comparatively inexperienced staff. It is ene 
of the best early indicators of a successful management 
coneultancy program. 
The clients visited by the World ank ruilissi6n ratcd the 
SBAC work good to excellent. About 725, of these clients rate 
the SBAC is performance "fair to good"; abo-it 5% 3aave adjudged 
their work to bu " poor" ; npinion of the remaining 165 could 
not be acertained. 
clientn, in general, understood the recommendationn 
and in most cases had applied tuero with only minor modification. 
The SISAC counselors had established very good c,xnmunication 
with their client-.:. The mission (lid not adjudge some of the 
engineering recommendations vv-hich had been made by the 
center to be satisfactory; but it was interesting to note where 
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these failui-o e.:(isteC. that the clients had applied otherBA.c 
recornrnendatiena with SUCCOSS, and that these clients were 
looking to SBAC fq" r future help, 
Arecc of Conc_ern 
Fledgling as they are, entrepreneurship development programs 
within the country have received sufficient attention as part of the over- 
all efforts to launch and eventually institutionalize development tasks 
toward increasing the supply of entrepreneurs and u,-,grading their 
performance. 
The government's serioasness of purpose te prcniote and develop 
small and me.dium industries is evident in Lhe following latest development: 
The continuous ancl intensified infrastructure program 
in the urban and rural areas. 
The creationf a. favorable business climate through the 
imposition of strict import controls to provide incentives 
for local manufacturers specially in projects using 
indigenous materials, 
3, Restructuring of the system of protection to local industries 
through a revision of the tariff and customs cede. 
To be sure, the national ende.avor for the development of small 
entrepreneurs still has room for improvement, ;:iome of the areas of 
concern needing immediate attention are: 
There is a need for effective coordination and integration of the 
country's various programs for rnotivatinL, and developing entrepreneurship. 
Presently, the body of knowleds-;e in Philippine entrepreneurship 
is still wo_nting. T-'.c.s.arclies, therefore, on indigenous entrepreneurship 
are "musts" if EDP's wore to be relevant, valid E-I.nd, meaningful. 
Specifically, the following areas need priority attention and 
consideration: 
1. Identification (...f the entrepreneur including ti le opportunities 
available to him. 
Corollary to the research in this area must be the 
development of a working system or process of identifying 
such entrepreneurial opportunitieS, 
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Assc.-.ssment of entrepreneurial perft.)rmance, with emphasis 
on success and failure factors affecting such endeavors. 
Measurement ..:`)f the validity and relevance uf entrepreneurship 
development progra-ms, specifically training, with the view 
of continuously improving such .prograrns. 
Development and building up f literature an Filipino 
entrepreneurship which can serve as materials for 
entrepreneurial training courses. 
